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Letters
to tlie
f£ditor
Editor:
Of the many wonderful things that came from the
October, 1986 GPPA/RMPA Conference in St. Louis, one
certainly was the panel discussion of big dome vs.
little dome. A number of salient points were made: do
large planetariums know or understand the problems of
small planetariums? Are the roles of the two types of
planetariums the same? Isn't there a large difference
between the often part-time planetarium director at
the small facility and the full-time director at the
large one?
Interestingly, in each of my 1983 and 1985 Planetarium Directors surveys, a large number of directors of the
smaller planetariums replied that since they were in
charge of small institutions, their data would skew
the results, and are really not representative of the
planetarium field. Since MOST planetariums are
small, one would be more correct to believe that data
from larger planetariums would skew the results.
Many planetarium directors at small facilities feel
that they are insignificant and powerless. As a consequence, they decide not to become involved with planetarium affiliations.
It is well-known that planetarium directors at the

smaller domes wear many different "hats," e.g., teacher, director, administrator, and so on. But they are not
paid for these extra duties. Often these planetarium
responsibilities cause the director to work overtime for
no additional pay.
It was noted that the small planetariums often have
little or no budget for supplies, equipment, and products
that would certainly improve their situation. The
larger planetariums on the other hand, usually have
large enough budgets to create their own services. This
leaves many outside vendors to rely upon the mid-size
planetariums for their products.

Finally, it was recommended that the larger planetariums offer to assist nearby smaller planetariums. In
addition, it was recommended that regional planetariums form some type of association for the purposes of
writing proposals for grants that would substantially

aid the smaller planetariums. However, no matter
how much expensive equipment a planetarium
its
most important asset is the staff.
David H ..................
New Britain, Connecticut
,'1;.

Editor:
In order to present the public program Islands in
Sky (copyright 1985, Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake
County, Utah) at the North Museum, I found it necessary to shorten it somewhat. On weekend afternoons,
our successive shows are presented on the hour, and the
soundtrack's 46-minute length would not have !3llr\TA7£~rtI
us ample time to reset equipment and answer questions
from the audience.
I am hesitant to try and alter any finished soundtrack for fear of breaking the program's continuity.
Another problem comes in making such a change invisible (or, more accurately, "inaudible") to the listener.
Nowhere in the beginning or ending of the script could
this alteration be sensibly done, but I have found a
short section, about 4m 15s long, where the change is
hardly noticeable. This information is
shared so
that it may be of use to others in similar circumstances.
Part IV of the script, beginning on page 15 ("A
dar system ... "), is preceded by a short pause, .................. ,'!".
an ideal location to start the splice. About the next
three pages are deleted (covering the meeting
alignments and calendar), and the script is then
up on page 17, with the last paragraph,
"Navigators ... " This section too is preceded by a short
pause and completes the (silent) splice.
A still longer edit could have been effected by not returning to the script until the beginning of Part V on
page 19, the next momentary pause on the soundtrack,
but I felt that this omitted too much vital information.
Marche II
North Museum
Franklin & Marshall College
17604
Lancaster,
Editor:
A response to Henry Mitchell's self-labeled
"heretical" statement in his Letter to the
[January, 1987]. He points to his preference for a
sonal-computer program over a projection dome
teaching astronomical subjects to students. He claims
that there's no justification for buying a digital projector (or analog), since we can soon expect "planetariumstyle video" with infinitely greater accuracy than today's projection methods.
While interactive educational software can indeed
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be effective in teaching astronomy topics, it can never
compete with the emotional impact a planetarium environment can create. You're surrounded by stars in a
planetarium; you look at "stars" in a box on a 12" computer monitor. It's like comparing an OMNIMAX film
presentation to a TV show, or a riding on the space
shuttle to watching a film of a ride on the space
shuttle.

"Planetarium Specialist" is perhaps inaccurate. It
may turn out to be irrelevant as well; if students
coming to his planetarium, he will soon have no
tarium to be a specialist in.
Mark C. Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
P. O. Box 3023
Colorado 80307

The personal computer is by default personal; it is not
as effective for groups. We all know how boring it is to
be in a large group of people clustered around a small
PC monitor, especially when
not the one at the
keyboard, and you're not knowledgeable about what's
being displayed.

Editor:
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From the
EditorJs Keyboard

The first thing you probably noticed about this issue
is that The Planetarian now has a cover design. Our
thanks go to Robert Kline, Artist at the Griffith
Observatory, for creating the striking cover logo and
typeface.
Once past the cover you'll find a new Associate Editor, Arthur Barton, who describes at the beginning of
his column how he found himself editing What's New.
Apparently, some things were just meant to be. He
wrote his first column in a record two weeks, and now
he's looking for more material. Not much new happens
in Arthur's desert, so please share your discoveries
with him.
Tim Kuzniar's Kodalith Corner, which debuts in
this issue, win soon become one of the most important
~en~fits of ~embership in the I.P.S. He plans to pubhsh In each Issue several pages of public domain astronomical art that you, the reader, can photograph
directly out of the magazine with Kodalith-type film
and use in your shows, publications, etc. In time this
will build into an important collection of useful (and
free!) artwork. Tim's column alone will repay the cost
of annual membership in the I.P .5. for many planetarians. Tim created the artwork for this issue to kick
things off, but he doesn't plan to do it alone indefinitely. He must rely on you to share with him artwork
that your institution has created so that his column can
continue and grow. We'll all benefit.
Although the artwork that appears in Kodalith
Corner is in the public domain and can be used without

Meanwhile Carolyn, a workaholic who can't give
one project without taking on another, is editing
new Book Reviews section. Because we all still get so
much of our astronomical information from books it's
important to know which we should buy and read.
Carolyn would appreciate help, so if you feel the
to review a book that we should know about, contact
her.
Lauray Yule, who conducted the Script Section for as
long as I can remember,has turned that duty over to
dan Marche. Thank you, Lauray, for a job well done.
Jordan needs no introduction to readers of The
tarian. Apparently he's missed working on it, and it's
good to see him back. I had the pleasure of working as
an Associate Editor with Jordan for several years,
with roles reversed, look forward to continuing the
good working relationship. He neve~ did
of
course-he just went underground for a few months
while he continued to advise and assist.
Newspapers know that the cartoon """"i"'.~A"'\,"'" is the second most frequently read part of the
(after the
front page), and with the addition
that will be true here toO. Dr. Krockter is the
tion of Dr. Norman Dean of Dean Scientific, and he
has not inflicted his wit on fellow planetarians since
he edited the MAPS newsletter in the 196Os. There is
a limitless supply of situations awaiting a planetarian who takes himself just a bit too seriously, .... "' ..' .......
ly when he works at a planetarium where even the
win be a
audiences are incompetent, so Dr.
regular feature.
JlU-A-

Scattered through the issue, mostly at the
of
colpages, you'll find odd astronomical facts that
lected over the years. They're useful here as filler.
My supply is definitely finite, so if
have interesting tidbits to share I'd appreciate it if
send me
copies.

prior permission, the artists who create the work
would appreciate credit where due.

As for technical matters, production of The pl11~l·ar
ian has been assisted with the purchase of a new

Carolyn Collins Petersen has stepped down as
Advertising Coordinator, and the job of drumming up
advertising for The Planetarian has been taken on by
Suzanne Gurton, Production Assistant at the Griffith
Observatory. If you manufacture or market a product
that should be advertised in these pages, you'll be
hearing from Suzy soon. Not only does advertising
help support the I.P.S., it sells products!

I'm proud to report that this is, by far, the JOfl2:est
issue of The Planetarian ever published-and it's still
0
well under budget!
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typeface, Micro Bold, for major headings, and
tional utility software to make it easier to store and
manipulate graphics. I'd be glad to talk about
Macintosh desktop publishing system to anyone
is
interested.
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Teaching Astronomy
Long Distance:
The Telelearning Pilot
Project of
Central New York
Elizabeth S. Wasiluk
Delaware-Chenango BOCES
2 North Mitchell Street
Norwich, New York 13815

teract with an amateur <:lIc+'l"'nnn1"t1I"U
questions and send diagrams to
across the country. The success of this course
way for the addition of credit courses
English, ca1cul us and Spanish.

in

EQUIPMENT USED

System

i agra
MODEM

HOtHTOR

The rural area of central New York is the last place
you would look to find the latest in high tech education, but with dwindling enrollment as well as a need
to offer its somewhat isolated students the same advantages in education that other students in more populated areas have, the telelearning network has been
designed.

PEN

:KEYBOARD

TABLET

THE TELELEARNING PROGRAM

This program is a means of offering classes via use of
the telephone lines and a graphics display monitor
that serves as an electronic blackboard.
The first course that was
taught this way was an astronomy cpurse offered to
students in five different
locations after school. Although it was offered only
through this medium, and
after school for no credit, 25
students signed up. The
course featured basic astronomy and was geared to
a hands-on participatory
approach. Students supplemented their work with
"electronic field trips," telephone calls to distant locations where all members
of the class could interact
with use of the equipment
and be able to comment and
ask questions. In these
phone calls, students had
the capability to speak
with directors of planetariurns and observatories
across the country. Students
also had the ability to in8

Contact between the schools
the use of an IBM
PC or XT computer, and a
and pen used to send
graphics and drawings across the miles over the

Michael Foor-Pessin readies new material for his daily Advanced Placement English class in South Otselic, New
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telephone lines. There is also a printer, which allows
for hard copy of the course materials, and a keyboard
to send typed data. Students are able to utilize IBM's
color graphics through use of a Sony or IBM color monitor. Students communicate to one another through the
use of a speaker phone with remote microphone.

•

Schools Participating
in Telelearning Program
1n Central New York

Syracuse

Delaware
c.lJJ1.aa.ag,Q
CQuaties

•

Albany

When there are two locations in a class, it is said that
they are operating "point-to-point." Cost for such
set-up involves only a long distance phone call.
Three or more locations are linked with an
''bridge.'' The bridge we utilize is AT&T's Alliance,
located in White Plains, New York, (also with
tions in Chicago, Dallas and Los Angeles). In this case,
cost is determined by the price of a phone
to
White Plains from Norwich, plus 35 cents a minute for
use of the bridge.

•
•
Ost~1ic

Ya neg

Sidney

•

Binghamton

•

schools in
program

Bainbridgl\!'

Valton

Meow Berlin

Sherburne-

One of the most interesting points of this system is the
modem
was designed by the
Corporation.
This modem allows voice and
to be sent over
the same
line.
ROLE OF BOCES

vides a coordinator
the program, ,,,......."".... '"
chasing decisions and
keeps the equipment serviced.
BOCES also provides
library, computing and
video services to those
participating schools.

(continued on page

... while students in the same class in Oxford, New York,
30 miles away, listen to his explanation.
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Confessions of a
Space Popularizer
and
How You Can Be
One Too
Jim Loudon
Universi ty of Michigan Exhibit Museum
1109 Geddes Avenue, Room 4506
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Jim Loudon makes his living by giving talks on space
and astronomy. They're extremely popular and he's
acquired a small cult following in and around Michigan. He knows what it takes to reach an audience and
hold its attention, something we all aspire to, so I
asked him to share his secrets with us. This article is
adapted from one that appeared in the L5 So~iety
magazine in 1980. Although he specifically addresses
non-professionals using the slide/lecture format, his
observations are relevant to any astronomy lecturing
situation, be it classroom, after-dinner talk, or planetarium show. -JM
One of the myths of our time is "the public has lost interest in space." I agree the mass media have no interest (or more accurately never had any genuine interest
to begin with), but every indication I can see (including
the fact that I've found it possible to make a reasonably comfortable living as a professional space lecturer)
is that people are fascinated by space, starved for the
information of what we're discovering there which
the media aren't giving them-and eager to obtain it
from, for example, public programs that local L-S
chapters might consider putting on for them, beyond
the basic astronomy that planetaria routinely present.

... peop(e Are "espe~Ate Jar inJormAtton on spAce- iJ it's presented to them S(OW(Y, intef'estinq[YI Rnd in terms they CAn understAnd
I warn you that doing a good job on such programs-the
kind that,generates large crowds and keeps them coming back-takes far more time and sheer hard work
than you'd probably ever imagine. But the ~oc .... .n.""",o
can
is
than

12

expect too. Everywhere I go, lecturing across the United States and Canada, I get crowds of 400, SOO, 600 people-if the event has been adequately advertisedand they sit and listen to me talk for three hours or
more on Mars or the moons of Jupiter or the prospects for
the Shuttle or the great untold story of Apollo, what
we discovered on the moon-and they come back the
next night for more. It's not me, folks (much though I'd
love to believe that); it's the subject. These people are
desperate for information on space--if it's presented to
them slowly, interestingly, and in terms they can understand.
If you want proof that interest in this magnificent,
complex, above all infinitely varied universe we find
ourselves in is an intrinsic human characteristic, simply observe any five-year-old. Many are lucky enough
to retain it into adulthood, despite years of contact
with an educational system that almost seems designed to knock it out of them. The single most popular
tourist attraction in Washington, D.C., save only the
White House and Capitol, is the National Air and
Space Museum; more people go there each year than
visit Disneyland. Over a million people went to see
each Apollo launch-and the number increased with
each one, despite the media's assurances that we were
losing interest. Sixty thousand people got up before
dawn and committed their cars, their gasoline and
their sacred honor to the Mojave Desert just to see the
Enterprise fly five minutes-in the lower atmosphere,
not even space--the first time it was drop-tested from
the 747.

I claim the best way to generate support for space exploration is simply to tell people what it's already
discovered. We're talking education, not propaganda,
and no hard sell is necessary. In my experience, and
contrary to what you might expect, people get bored
very quickly with "relevant" or "practical" presentations of space, such as sermons on spinoff. What turns
them on is black holes and the volcanoes of 10 and how
many two-billion-atom-bomb-equivalent explosions it
took to cover the moon with overlapping 50-mile craters and why the clouds of Venus are made of concentrated sulfuric acid. In fairness, that may just reflect
my own abilities and limitations. I happen to be a good
explainer of pure facts and a lousy politician. You may
find different interest patterns; in fact, I'd be interested to hear if you do. Meanwhile, I think it's safe advice to say: share your interests; do what you do well;
and then give your audience plenty of chance for feedback.
Start out small and simple. You'll inevitably make
mistakes, and it's best to make them, and learn from
them, when you aren't yet facing half a thousand people. Besides, you can't possibly imagine how
Vol. 16, No.2,

1987

things can go wrong with a seemingly simple public
presentation until you've experienced them. For my
programs at the University of Michigan (admittedly
more complex than most I do) I make my projectionist
and myself show up 2 1/2 hours before show time, so we
can catch the problems before the audience sees them.
Do the projectors work-and are there spare lamps for
each one anyway? Find and splice the breaks in the
film. What new hums and buzzes has the sound system
thought up for us this time? Do all the slides drop into
this particular Carousel projector? (By the way, for
auditorium use, make it an Ektagraphic, the uprated
professional version of the home Carousel, tougher,
with more precise focusing, and [depending on model] a
brighter lamp. But don't use a supposed equivalent machine with an arc lamp unless you're sure you'll change
slides frequently-it can literally melt your [possibly
irreplaceable] slide. As your audience watches and
laughs. Note also that "Carousel" is a trade name, not
a generic term for "circular slide tray," and will take
only its own trays!) Find the janitor and get some
chalk. Find where the last turkey who used the pointer misplaced it. If it's a new auditorium, where the
heck are the light switches? ... You get the idea.

.". peop(e qet bored. very tJuicl(y
with "re(evAnt or " prAc ticA(1I
presentAtions oj spAce...
ll

Start out small and simple, then-but plan on metamorphosing into a Major Event as soon as possible. It's
the only way to get the good publicity listings, the best
auditorium, the most competent projectionists (and believe me, they'll make or break your show}-and the
biggest crowds. I will now tell you free the hardest lesson of my career: to be given status, you have to assume
it. Robert Heinlein said it years ago in his classic The
Man Who Sold the Moon: "If Columbus had asked for a
dime, he'd have been thrown out on his ear. As it was,
he got the crown jewels." Or a somewhat earlier wise
man: "To him who hath shall be given." Get everybody thinking of you as a major event, which of course
needs a big hall and deserves lots of publicity-and
magically you'll find you are one; the crowds will
come. (But be darn sure you're ready to deliver when
they do.)
A good basic format is one or two films, an intermission
to let those with lesser attention spans leave gracefully (be sure to remind them to grab any literature you're
handing out as they go!), then a slide lecture for the
hard core. Consider co-sponsoring with a planetarium
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or observatory (or college/university astronomy department); then you may have additional events such
as planetarium shows or telescopic observing (but
contingencies if the latter is wiped out by clouds, and
check sunset time and moon phase before scheduling
it-a full moon is uninteresting itself and its light
drowns out everything else except the very bright
planets). Most planetaria have shows geared for
pIe with relatively little previous space interest, and
not much for more serious types; you can help them fill
that gap, and their established publicity apparatus
can in turn help you draw the crowds. I'll assume a lecture format for the rest of this article, but remember
there are other possibilities (e.g. panels, debates, and
one I've had a lot of success with but requires
ence: totally fee-form Q&A sessions with no .......
tions on subject matter, save that it be somehow
related).
"'.TlI". ." _

Planning starts many months in advance. Films and auditoria may require six to nine months' lead time to obtain. Many colleges have a policy that "nonacademic" auditorium users, like you, can be bumped
without notice from a hall they'd been promised if
some "academic" user requests it (e.g. a film professor
decides the night before your program that the hall
you'd been advertising as your site for six months is the
best place to show Cries and Whispers
his class of
25-and out you go). I solved that problem at Michigan
only by switching to Friday evenings, when there are
no classes. If you do get bumped, put up arrows about
every five feet to direct your audience to the new site-but expect (based on my experience) a 50% reduction in
your crowd anyway.
FILM SOURCES

NASA-Headquarters films are readily available, free
(except that you pay return postage). You must obtain
them from the center serving your geographic area.
What nobody tells you is that there are many
from the local NASA centers, very little publicized,
that you obtain (also free except you pay return postage) from the center of production, no matter where you
live (as long as it's in the U.S.). Johnson Space Center
is especially noteworthy; its film library has some
super-fine films (Skylab: Space Station I and especially Skylab: The Second Manned Mission-A Scientific
Harvest, which despite its unwieldy title is, in
opinion, the single best of all the films NASA has issued on nearly every single manned U.S. space mission
to date). The Johnson Center is run with such exceptional competence and efficiency that it's worth patronizing it just to see in action how such operations should be
run.
They've also issued, for each of the 24 pre-disaster
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Shuttle missions that weren't among the three classified military ones, a magnificent film, 20 to 30 minutes
long, narrated by the crew who flew the mission with
no other superfluous commentary-the best thing you
can give your audience next to being there. But each
film does assume an introduction by you, giving the details of the mission, e.g. the names of the satellites
they may have launched, or technical terms like
"ascending node" or "SRB staging."
NASA-Ames has Probing the Clouds of Venus, a fine
pre-mission in traduction to any lecture on the PioneerVenus results, and some fine films on space biology;
Marshall has some good films on Skylab and Shuttle;
Kennedy and Lewis have films you'll want to check out
too. Each of these centers has its own catalogue separate from the standard NASA-HQ one.
Sources other than NASA include university audiovisual centers (e.g. the University of Michigan's Michigan Media, 400 Fourth St., Ann Arbor Michigan 48109,
which has an especially fine collection as a result of
years of harassment by me; huge catalogue, $4). They
generally charge rental for films (unless your program
is under the auspices of their own university) but it's
seldom very much. Other government agencies like
USGS and DOE have films; and I've just got to mention
two of the finest available from private sources: Moonwalk, full version and not the castrated reduction offered by many university AV centers, in my opinion
quite simply the finest space film ever made and the
only one that can re-create in me the emotions I felt
when Apollo 11 was actually happening; but renting it
will cost you $90 (film LC 76-700286 from Learning Corporation of America, 1350 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10019). And (if you agree with
me that earth is a planet too, and geology is a branch
of astronomy) This Land, a superb introduction to the
United States' last half-billion years, free except for
return postage from, of all people, Shell Oil (no, it's
not a propaganda piece for the petroleum industry;
they let their geologists do it, not their ad agency):
Shell Film Library, 1433 Sadlier Circle, West Drive,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46239. A geology film this good
can be a fine introduction to, e.g., a lecture on earth as a
planet using Landsat/Skylab imagery.
Preview all films before showing them! Take NASA
films, for instance. Many are really superb. Many are
also God-awful (especially those from the individual
centers, and especially the earlier ones even from HQ).
NASA will send you films by mail for preview (with
the usual requirement that you pay return postage);
university AV centers will usually let you preview
films but only if you go there and only if the film happens to be there that day. Summers are good times to
preview. Preview films not just to decide whether to
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show them at all but also to take notes on needed introductory or post-film remarks you'll need to make at the
showing. Some NASA films are fine for general audiences if you first explain the half-dozen technical
terms they use without defining, or place the film in
its historical context and update its now-obsolete assumptions. Others are 95% fine and then suddenlywell, take the NASA-HQ film Mercury: Exploration
of a Planet, on Mariner 10. Most of it is superb, but all
of a sudden, right there in the middle, we're solemnly
told the equal crater density of Mercury, the moon, and
Mars means the meteorites didn't come from the asteroid belt (which is wrong-if a planet is saturated
with craters, you can't tell how long it took) and therefore they must have been ejected by Jupiter! (I have no
idea where this came from. Maybe the producer, Frank
Bristow, had a bad dream after reading some of the
more crackpot literature of Velikovsky and his
clones?) Previewing takes a lot of time and work, but
it's absolutely essential. In my Michigan series, I show
perhaps 25% of the films I preview; the rest just aren't
worth it. I waste a lot of time looking at bad filmsbut my audiences have learned to trust my programs.

The (ectul'el'ls ql'eRtest enemy
p(UI'R(tsttC tqnOI'RnCe, R techntcA(
tel'm denottnq the stRte
much oj the Rudtence doesn1t undel'stAnd somethtnq but eRch
dtvtduR( ts RJI'Rtd to Asl JOI'
he/she ts the on(y one.

HOW TO LECTURE

I'm convinced it can't be taught; all I can do is give a
few hints. You learn how by observing good and bad
lecturers, then adapting what you see to your particular style, knowledge, and interests. Hint 1: pick subjects reflecting what you know and care about. Hint 2:
let the audience teach you how to lecture; encourage
them to ask questions, profound or simple, during the
talk, not just after it-why waste your time and theirs
talking about something they don't follow you on,
when a simple explanation might have given them
the key concept needed to understand everything you
said from then on? Hint 3: if you're going to let the audience teach you (and they'll do so-the most valuable
instruction you could ever have, and absolutely freeif you give them a chance), don't sandbag them by
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reacting negatively to any question. Credendum, to be
engraved on the heart of anyone who would speak in
public: there is no such thing as a dumb question. The
lecturer's greatest enemy is pluralistic ignorance, a
technical term denoting the state where much of the
audience doesn't understand something but each individual is afraid to ask for fear he/ she is the only one.
Psychologists have studied it intensively; it's very
common in classes and in lecture audiences, and may be
the biggest single factor that kills that wonderful
five-year-old's intrinsic interest in science. Fight it:
answer every question with the dignity its asker deserves as a human being, a member of (as far as we
know) the single intelligent living species. Their questions will teach you what you haven't explained sufficiently, and your refusal to laugh will open them up to
ask more "dumb" questions-and thereby teach you
more.

'1j someone AS"'S A tluestton And
the Rudtence (Auqhs.. you hRve A
ct'tsts.
If someone asks a question and the audience laughs, you
have a crisis. Get across right now that no one need
fear to ask any questions, or you've lost them. Technique: use the fact that most "dumb" questions are
asked only by five-year-old kids and great philosophers. Respond to the question as if it were so profound
that only you and the questioner understood how important it was, while those turkeys who laughed
totally missed its significance. Here's your golden
chance to tell the audience some major, complicated
principle of science that you'd previously shied off
from, for fear they wouldn't sit still long enough: make
it fit the "dumb" question! No, of course you won't fool
anyone-least of all the questioner-into thinking the
question was actually that profound-but you'll have
established the atmosphere you want, "Don't be
afraid to ask any question." And you'll have gotten in
that explanation!

* Reprinted with modifications from L5 News, vol. 5
#11, November 1980, with permission. ©1980 L5
News.
0

The star Vega shines with 1/200,OOO,000th the light
of a candle 1 meter away. The infrared light received
from it equals the heat from a candle 3 kilometers
away.
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(continued from page 9)
CALL FOR AID BY USE OF PLANETARIANS AND
AMATEUR ASTRONOMY GROUPS

Interested planetarians who would like information on
our astronomy class, or how to use or purchase our software (it is all specially designed), are urged to contact
us.
If you would like to call into our bulletin board or
would like to have information on utilizing our teleconferencing equipment or knowledge, call us.

Several of our students are interested in linking
with a major planetarium or museum as part of an
astronomy class. If you would like to help or would
like more information, contact me with regards to that
as well.
of
I am now in the process of putting together a
people willing to do electronic field trips with our students. I'd like to be able to include some planetarium
people in that list. If you'd like to talk about astronomy on the telephone at our expense, plus get some free
PR for your planetarium, drop me a card or call. I can be
reached through Delaware-Chenango BOCES, 2
North Mitchell Street, Norwich, New York 13815,
(607) 336-6514.
0

Teacher in Space
Education Foundation
Last January (1986), participants in the Teacher in
Space program gathered in Orlando, Florida. From
that meeting was born the Teacher in Space Education
Foundation, a nonprofit educational organization.
The foundation sees itself as a resource for teachers
across America, and its goal is to provide assistance to
teachers in the classroom who seek to use space as a
catalyst for teaching their students science and math.
Anyone who wants more information about the foundation may write to:
Teacher in Space Education Foundation
1110 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 710
Washington, D.C. 20005
or call 202/833-9250.
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The World's
Planetarians
Meet in Sweden
in 1990
Lars Broman
The Futures' Museum
Jussi Bjorlings vag 25
S-50 Borlange
Sweden
The IPS Council has recently accepted the invitation
from Dalamas Museum to hold the International Planetarium Society Tenth Annual Conference in Folkets
Hus, Borlange, Sweden. Here follows a short description of the location and a possible program.
The Futures' Museum
In the middle of Sweden, less than a three-hour
drive north-west of the capital, Stockholm, you will
find the twin cities Falun and BorHinge, each with a
population of about 50,000. The city centers are only 20
kilometers (12 miles) apart, and this region forms the
economic, cultural and industrial center of what may be
Sweden's most beautiful region, Dalarna.
Falun is the old, regional capital and home of Dalarnas Museum, the publicly most successful of Sweden's
P'Jn-metropolitan museums. BorUinge is younger, more
dynamic, and home of one of Sweden's most interesting
museum projects in recent years, the Futures' Museum.
This lTIUSeUm, which opened November 29, 1986 in the
presence of Minister of Culture Bengt G6ransson, is a
part of Dalarnas Museum. Highly interactive in its
approach, it is Sweden's first Center for Arts, Science,
and Technology.
With living exhibits, the last two hundred years of
Swedish cultural, industrial, and social history are
presented. In the Focus Gallery, different views of
Sweden after the year 2000 will be displayed. In the
Science Center, hands-on exhibits contain experiments
on the senses, on digital electronics, and on the universe. In the center of the Museum is the 46 seat Kosmorama Space Center, Sweden's first real public planetari um in 40 years.
The Planetarium
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The Space Theater with its surrounding astronomy
exhibits is built to serve both the general public and
the region's schools. While several programs will be
available for children of different ages and will be
shown on request for school classes, feature programs
will be shown in evenings and during holidays and
vacation times.
The instrumentation is a mixture of old and new: a 20
year-old Spitz A3P, carefully renovated and modernized, is part of an all-automated system. A fish-eye
panorama projection system has been developed, and a
full range of special effects projectors permits elaborate shows to be presented. With this kind of planetarium projector, and with an 8 m (27') dome, the Kosmorama Space Theater is typical of the majority of
the world's planetariums.
The Folkets Hus Convention Center
A new convention center has recently opened in downtown BorHinge. Its name, "Folkets Hus,"
means "the People's House." The location of Folkets
Hus is very convenient, situated as it is right between
BorUinge's commercial and political centers. The railroad station and other three major hotels are all within 1 km (1/2 mile) walking distance from Folkets Hus.
There are hourly shuttle flights from Arlanda International, and the airport limousines drive up to the door.
Folkets Hus is equipped to handle conferences of up to
600 delegates. Six hundred people can occupy the Ursa
Major Ballroom, and the same number can be served
simultaneously in the Ursa Minor and Orion Restaurants. A range of smaller conference rooms (for workshops and group meetings) are available. The
named the Galaxy, has 130 rooms with 260 beds. Convenient accommodation for conference delegates are
also provided by the nearby Hotel Brage, the Scandic
Hotel, and the Hotel Gustaf Wasa.
Conference Program
The conference will most probably begin on Sunday,
July 15, with a welcoming reception on the evening before. Out of the five conference days, one ought to be set
aside for a tour of Dalarna.
It is still too early to settle the content of the program. A questionnaire given to delegates in Richmond
in 1988 will give information about popular subjects. It
seems natural, however, to concentrate somewhat on
small planetarium operation, and also to invite guest
speakers from the European astronomical scientific
community. The distinguished cosmologist and Noble
Prize Laureate Hannes Alfen has agreed to be guest of
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honor and to give the opening address. Delegates win
certainly want to hear about recent European planetarium developments as wen. During the conference, we
would of course .like to present our facilities, the Futures' Museum and the Space Theater. A large gallery
will be provided for temporary exhibition by planetariums and manufacturers.

the valleys, the lakes, and the wildlife.
Post-Conference Tour

The meeting will end on Thursday, July 19, so that
all delegates who want to can follow on a four
trip, going east. We start by bus in the morning
20th to Stockholm, visit the Royal Castle, the Wasa
shipyard, and (hopefully!) the then newly OD4~ne~a
Stockholm Omnimax Theater. We board one of
urious ferries in the Stockholm harbor in the eVE~nl1ru:!.
and travel through the Stockholm archipelago
further to the east while having a good time onboard.

There are many interesting places to visit in the
vicinity of BorHinge during a day off. An hour's drive
from Borlange is Siljansringen, a geological formation
that is 365 million years old and 52 km (32 miles) in
diameter. It originally was a meteorite crater. In the
neighboring city of Falun, there is the oldest operating
mine in the world; copper mining started here 1000
years ago. Part of the historic mine is open to the public, with elevators bringing visitors far below the
ground.

The next morning we arrive in the Finnish capital of
Helsinki, and the day is partly spent at the then newly opened Heureca Science Center and Planetarium.
After a late evening or early bed, we all gather to

During the summer, Dalarna is filled with Swedish
folk music festivals, attracting hundreds of musicians
and tens of thousands of people, and one of those festivals ought to be visited. Northern Dalarna stretches
up to the southernmost part of the Swedish mountains
and provides many scenic views. Some delegates might
even want to spend an extra week in Dalarna, rent a
cottage up north and enjoy the forests, the mountains,

watch the sunrise. On Sunday, July
1990, the sun
rises partially eclipsed (and this happens at around 4
a.m.). Soon after, a total solar eclipse takes place, the
path of totality travelling from southern Finland into
the Soviet Union. This will be the first such event in
Europe or North America since the mid '80s. On Sunday
afternoon, we board the ferry again and cruise back to
Stockholm.

continued on page 58
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THE NEW CONCEPT OF PLANETARIUM

"GOTO SPACE SIMULATOR-GSS"
• Goto Space Simulator-GSS provides a new
concept in Planetariums.
(1) The world's first space simulator, with
perfect free axis movements can be set
on any lotating axis.
(2) Digitally controlled Projector Group for
Planets.
. Can display all planet positions from
the past and into the future with up to
the minute accuracy.
. Can project planetary monement at
any point in the solar system and the
surrounding vicinity.
(3) It. of course, has all the same functions
as ordinary planetariums.
(4) Can exhibit 25,000 stars color temperature 5.600 Kelvin. apparent visual
magnitude, up to 7.4. .

• Use of the 30 0 inclined dome with a 23 m
diameter.
Abundant images with the feeling of being in
space spread out before you.
• The space sound system. with a maximum
output of 110 dB, has a large sub-woofer and
can freely move acoustic images in a plurality of channels within the dome.
This is done with a matrix control using a
computer system.
• The multi-image system consisting of a 60
projectors highly efficient group. including
omnimax, 6 x 6 2kw slide projectors can
create dome images which have never
before been' experienced.
• The lighting effect system can change the
screen surface to any co for.

Our company makes various types of planetariums ranging from a small type 3 m in
diameter for use in schools. to a 30 m in diameter large-scale !ype.

~ GOlD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16 YAZAKICHO. FUCHU-SHI, TOKYO 183. JAPAN
TEL: 0423-62·5311
FAX: 0423-66-8616
TELEX: 2832421 GOTOPT J
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r Shows
nd
e Th aters:

Assessment
Arthur G. Barton
Tombaugh Space Theater
P. O. Box 533
New Mexico 88310
I wonder if O. Richard Norton knew what he was
when he began his exploration into the realm
hemispheric, motion picture projection.
in his book, The Planetarium and Atmosthe wide angle projection system would
of a wide range of meteorological
~n!)J as well as a number of space travel special
that would have otherwise taxed the skills of
even the most creative and inventive planetarium
technician.
C!t'~1I'tlrIO-

"""h.C> ..... f ' .......

As Norton presented it, the Atmospherium would be
an
part of the planetarium experience. It
would
expand and add to the theater's capabilities without unduly distracting audiences from that
ci-1"'::InCrP looking machine in the center of the room.
was looking up. And then it happened.
::,omE~D(Jluy threw a giant wrench into the works (at
least as far as some planetariums see it in the 1980's).
That wrench was the Rolling Loop Projector.
Known as Omnimax to those of the planetarium persuasion and Imax to the flat screen lovers, this projector
all other wide screen projectors to shame. And
thus was born the "Space Theater" concept, in which
the Omnimax projector was coupled with the planetarium projector. At first glance it seemed a marriage
made in heaven. In practice it posed problems for planetariums.
To quote Wendell Mordy, former president of the
Space Theater Consortium "Omnimax is a sensual and
emotional medium." And Dr. Mordy is quite right.
After three years working in one I still take sinful
pleasure in wallowing in its aural and visual garden of
delights. The fact that Omnimax so successfully engages the senses poses some significant operating and proo'1"<:I,rnrnlno- questions for Space Theater directors.
Operationally, Omnimax offers an opportunity to
greatly increase box office and make your bottom line
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look just fine to your board. Our Space Theater in
Alamogordo is the world's smallest. It is located in a
city of 25,000 and that city is 90 long miles from
where. In the last fiscal year we ran 100,000
through our theater, four times our population
A
large part of those numbers are due to the face that we
have an Omnimax.
..--o.n...-.IID

At present a new problem seems to be rearing its
head. It seems that there is an increasing amount of
criticism being levelled at the Space Theater concept.
In his December 1985 Sky & Telescope article Norton
contrasts the almost empty Einstein Spacearium of the
National Air and Space Museum with the full Imax
theater down the hall. It's to be taken as an example
of what a wide screen theater can do to planetarium
attendance.
The fact that the low attendance was due to a number
of factors was glossed over. Planetariums that are a
part a science museum/planetarium or other such complex can flourish or die all depending on the attitude
of the parent institution towards the planetarium end
of the operation. With the increased cost of nearly
everything, more attention has had to be paid to the
bottom line. More and more theaters are learning to operate as a business. Even so, the Space Theater concept
is alive and doing well.

The eRsiest WRy of (eRt'ntn,)
to pt'esent yout' stRt' show is
(oo~in') Rt the Ji(ms wtth A
CR( eye to see whRt mRkes
wot'~.. you mentR((Y subtt'Rct
the swoops Rnd (oops And t'o((ercORstet' t'tdes And Rt the center
wt(( be found R ')ood story thRt
to(d we(L
Granted the Omnimax is an awfully hard act to follow. Or, more properly, precede, since most Space Theaters do their star shows first. Some critics of the
Space Theater idea hold that the planetarium programming serves just as a warm up for the assault on
the senses that is to follow. The feeling seems to be
that the impact of the planetarium part of the presentation will not come anywhere near that of the film. I
can understand this feeling, but, I do not feel that it is
justified.
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Unlike the
we do not have
thirty minutes to an
to
and tell our story.
Assuming that one wants to retain the capability of
doing one full show each hour to maximize throughput,
the entire combined
is limited to about
"'~A"h~'CL' The length of the planetarium
"" .... r' ........ "'.",... can
as little as eight to as long as
star show length is dependent on
sixteen minutes.
film

use tlr'RmA 1
oj tt.

Some in the
rightly ask, "how can you tell
your story effectively in such a short time frame?" The
answer to the
is simple. "Very well, thank
you." The easiest
of learning how to present your
star show is by
at the films with a critical eye
to see what makes them work. You mentally subtract
out the swoops and loops and rollercoaster rides and at
the center will be found a good story that is told well.
Also, you must know the planetarium medium well.
You may not have the multi-million dollar production budget of the
but like him you should
know how to take full advantage of what you've got.
Star shows running with Omnimax films must be written concisely. There is little time for excess verbiage in
the script. No time to dance around the subject. You
have to reach out and grab their brain cells by the
throats and do it
You complement your script
with visuals that command attention and also enhance
your words. If
audience cannot grasp or understand
a visual within a second of its appearance on the dome
you must simplify it, find a new visual, or toss it out.
Spring as many surprises on your audiences as you can
get away with. Springing the unexpected on the audience serves to refocus their wandering attentions. It can
be done with words, visuals and music. In short, use
drama and lots of it.

twitchy audience members. The center of each
good story told well and skillfully. Done
shows can hold their own against any Omnimax
Done poorly, you'll feel the audience
Omnimax film to start.
Yes, all of us recall fondly the "white haired o-Pl'"'1rHJI_
man" who introduced us to the mysteries and wonder of
the universe during our first planetarium visit. He
present is either retired or working in that
etarium in the sky. He tUTIled you on because he
stories well and you remembered that. He made
feel, he made you react. I don't buy the "Will
planetarium become extinct?" ideas at all. What
changed in our field is the technology. And if
ing, it's better than it was twenty years ago.
I'll be the first to admit that I had strong fears that
the planetarium would be swallowed up by the
max. Three years of work in a Space Theater have
shown me that those fears were groundless. Our
sion would do well to stop bemoaning the . . , .... ,".>AA .....
what was and stop worrying about if there is
be such a thing as a planetarium in the future.
planetarium is here to stay and so is the Space Theater. Keep in mind that we Space Theater folks are
new medium. Of necessity we use a different n1"'Jlco,nt-,~_
tion style than the standard planetarium. Our commitment to education is just as great.
'rIlr'IlTU'''_

The essence of life is change. Had the pIane1tan
remained static with the advent of new ~"-""AU"'-'''\J
and presentation methods it would be in very
shape indeed. I see instead, a welcome rtnrDTf"clt~r
blishing itself with different types of
theaters for the many different types
that there are.

IF YOU CHANGE ADDRESS ...
please notify the Membership Ch;t1rm;:mn

Almost any type of presentation style will work, except the dull and boring. Our Space Theater has done
three radically different shows during the past year.
One was a multi-media, run-the-AV-computer-to-thefirewalls Halley Extravaganza. Another was keyed
to the film "Behold Hawaii" and dealt with noninstrument navigation; it used an average amount of
visuals. The third was a strange-facts-about-theuniverse show that used minimal slides. Three different presentation styles, three successful shows with no
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Mark C. Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
P. O. Box 3023
Boulder, Colorado 80307
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Observing the
Re-Entry of a
Japanese Rocket
on August 12thJ
1986
A Lesson in Observing
John T. Meader
Francis M. Malcolm Science Center
P. O. Box 186
Easton, Maine 04740

We all think of ourselves as experienced observers, and
we know that, should we see something unexpected in
the sky, our reports would be models of precision and
thoroughness. Or would they? I'm sure that many of us
have had experiences similar to John Meader's and,
like he, have been given a dose of humility. Here he
shares an important lesson with us. -Editor

On Tuesday, August 12th, my father-in-law and I
were driving south on US Route 1-A in Easton, Maine.
The exact location was a half mile south of the Malcolm Science Center where I work as the planetarium
coordinator. As we rode along, Dean noticed a peculiar
light in the southern sky. At first I thought it was the
landing lights of an Air Force plane flying through
some thin clouds. With Loring Air Force Base only fifteen miles north, such sights are not uncommon. Yet
glancing up as I drove along, I noticed there were no
running lights and that it wasn't getting any closer.
The cloud, rather than disappearing behind the
would-be airplane, got increasingly bigger and more luminous. I decided that maybe we should pull over and
take a better look.
It was an exciting sight to see. The mysterious pOint
of light was initially about the same magnitude as
Jupiter, but its luminosity quickly rose. In less than a
minute it was brighter than anything else in the sky.
The cloud's size, which was at first just slightly larger
than the diameter of the moon, was now much biggermaybe five to seven degrees in diameter. As it slowly
expanded, it spiralled out with a single arm. The
spiral soon had a complete turn around the central
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point of light. We couldn't see any motion in the
of light, but the cloud was obviously turning and growing and glowing. We didn't have any idea what we
were watching, but we thought we should try to get
others to see it too. So we got back in the car and quickly drove back to the Science Center where my wife and
her mother were.
When we arrived at the center, we quickly got
one outside. The object was still quite obvious,
again it had changed. The point of light had diminished in brightness. It was now dimmer than Jupiter
but still brighter than Antares. The cloud of glowing
gas no longer had any spiral features. Instead it looked
more like an oval or bean-shaped smoke ring. It was
also slowly drifting eastward. I decided to call a
couple of friends, Wayne and Jan Madea, who live
about thirty miles away. They are both amateur
astronomers and planetarium volunteers. I knew they
would be interested and able to make some good observations. When I got back outside the cloud had drifted
farther to the east. The pOint of light was now barely
visible and had moved from the center of the cloud to
the eastern or leading edge. The cloud was now very
large and oval, perhaps eight to ten degrees wide and
fifteen to twenty degrees long. In our 7x50 binoculars we
had to scan about to see it all. In less than a minute
point of light could only be"seeh with thebinoC'ulars.
Jan later said she could see two lights when she looked
at it with their Celestron-8 telescope.
What had we seen? Our initial thoughts pointed
towards either a barium rocket test or a satellite reentering the atmosphere. But none of us had heard
reports of such a happening due to take place. We were
certain that we could find out the next day.
Wayne volunteered to make some calls in the morning to see what he could find out. First, he called the
local television station. They hadn't heard about it,
but agreed to do a little research as well. Then he
called Loring Air Force Base; they said they didn't
handle UFO sightings. Next he caned Wallops
Island, Virginia, where they launch the barium rocket
tests. They hadn't had any launches. Kevin Mannix,
our local television newscaster, called a UFO study
center in Washington state. They had received numerous calls of inquiry and were currently researching the
subject themselves. We also called Sky and Telescope,
Astronomy, The Boston Globe, and The Portland Press
Herald. No one had an answer, but everyone was interested. Wednesday night had come and we still didn't
know what we had seen, but we felt comfort in the fact
that several hundred people saw it too.
Since this event took place in the midst of the Perseid meteor shower, it was viewed by more people
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Drawing #1
First sighting at approximately 10:00 p.m., Tuesday, August 12, 1986. Driving south on US Route i-A in Easton, Maine. Altitude: approx. 40°.
Azimuth: 180° (due south). Initial brightness similar to Jupiter. My first
response was that it was an airplane's landing lights coming through a thin
cloud. However, the cloud was clearly growing. Seen by Edward Dean Adams and myself. Cloud diameter approximately 1-2°.

Drawing #2
In less than one minute the brightness had at least doubled, far outshining
Jupiter. The luminous glowing cloud of gas had begun to form into a
I think it spiraled counter-clockwise; although I'm ashamed to say, myobservations were poor in this regard; it might have spiraled clockwise. As the
cloud spiraled, no motion was observed by the bright point of light. Altitude
still approximately 40°. Azimuth 175-180°, beginning to move eastward.

Drawing #3
In a little more than one minute the spiral was complete. The brightness of
the point of light has now diminished back to its initial magnitude (similar to
Jupiter). Altitude 40°. Azimuth 165-170°, Dean and I drove to the Malcolm
Science Center where I work, 3/4 of a mile north of US Route i-A.

Drawing #4
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The spiral feature had dispersed into a slightly oval luminous cloud which
seemed denser around the edges, with the densest region being along the
eastern (left) side of the oval. This was also the leading edge of the cloud's
motion. Altitude 35-40°. Azimuth 150°. Three minutes past first sighting.
The bright object was clearly moving with the cloud, but its magnitude was
diminishing. I called Wayne and Jan Madea in Mapleton; they too observe it.

Drawing #5
Four to five minutes past first sighting the cloud became almost bean-shaped
as it moved farther eastward (azimuth 130-135°). Edges clearly thicker, looking like a smoke ring. The point of light is now just barely visible to the naked
eye. The cloud's motion seems to have slowed in relation to the point of
light. The light is now within the thick haze of the leading (eastern) edge.
Cloud height: 18-20°, Cloud width: 10°.

!:!. '!...t.t.•.w.
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Drawing #6
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Eight to ten minutes past first sighting. The point of light can now
be
seen with binoculars. The cloud has moved to nearly due east [90°] and its
altitude has dropped slightly [30-35°]. The cloud's luminosity was diminishing; at this point it was a faint oval ring. In less than two minutes it was gone
from sight. The caption reads: "Point of light moving with the cloud."
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than might have been the case on another evening.
This provided many eye-witness accounts, but it also
caused some confusion. After a few inquiries (such as
ours) reporters undoubtedly called their local authorityon astronomy. Many of these people had not seen the
event nor did they fully understand what reporters
were asking about. Therefore, many articles simply
described the event as the Perseid shower. The more
newspaper articles we read, the more frustrated we
became. It wasn't until we found a copy of the Boston
Globe that we finally discovered an answer. It was
part of a Japanese rocket that had been launched earlier in the day. The rocket had deployed two satellites and then fallen back into the atmosphere. The
remaining fuel on board apparently caused the luminous cloud. Our questions were finally answered.
The first newspaper articles were horribly inaccurate. They clearly didn't understand what we had
seen. Hadn't they listened to what we had said? It
certainly was not a meteor as most of the articles suggested. It took newspapers another day to distinguish
this fact. I was very disappointed in the accuracy of
the reporting. It made me initially very disillusioned
with the way the press handled the event.
Later, after I thought about the misinterpretations of
the press, I became more sympathetic. My initial response was fairly critical. I thought they should have
given a more accurate report or not reported at all.
Then I looked at myself. Could I have done anything
better? Did I do anything to add to this initial confusion? As I examine these questions, I realized that I
had neglected some very basic observations.
First, I never looked at a clock. I know it was just
after 10:00 p.m. eastern daylight savings time, and
that it only lasted about ten minutes, but I did not get
the time of our first sighting or our last. I know it began
in the south and moved toward the east, but I didn't
make any accurate azimuth sightings. I know that it
was about forty degrees high, but I never consciously
took an altitude sighting. I know it started somewhere
between Cygnus and Sagittarius, but I didn't notice
which constellation it was in nor where it was when it
disappeared. I know that I compared its brightness to
Jupiter and Antares, but I didn't compare it to anything
else to make a better magnitude comparison. It really
began to sink in when my wife asked which direction
the gases spiralled, clockwise or counter-clockwise? I
couldn't say for sure.
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My criticism of the press was thus tempered. After a
day, the newspaper reporters had corrected their initial mistakes for the most part. I hope that I too have
corrected my initial mistakes. The next time I see
something irregular in the sky, I hope to control myexcitement long enough to make those simple and valuable observations. After all, as a planetarium .f'h~·o,...i-n ...
am I not also a "local authority" who should be responsible for what I tell people? The hope for those of
us who make such mistakes is that we can learn from
0
them. Right?

(Letters to the Editor, continued from page 6)
Sure, the attendance may have been up, and the money was flowing better, but look at the conditions.
During the past 3 years, my planetarium has gone to
writing a monthly astronomy column for a newspaper,
for 2
producing morning weather and astronomy
radio stations, and has increased attendance
1,000 people a year.
That's not bad for a facility with a staff
town of 175 people.

2, in a

We don't have a connecting museum, we don't do laser
shows, and we don't have a theater that smells from
beer or urine.
Our efforts are 100% astronomical, and we concentrate on 100% education. Maybe we do have to evolve,
but not to a lower stage. Education can be interesting,
even more interesting than a laser show, and there's no
reason why planetariums can't survive without them.
A planetarium's main purpose is to educate, not play
music to whisky-soaked audiences. Education is this
country's most valuable commodity, and the planetarium is the best place to get an astronomy education.
People can play loud music and drink beer in their
living rooms; a planetarium is a place to learn about
the wonders of the universe. Let's keep in mind that we
are educators and we are responsible for teaching, and
not spinning records. Let's not turn our domes into a
bunch of discos. As far as I'm concerned: "Have planetarium, will educate!!!!"
Steven L. J. Russo, Director
Southern Cayuga Atmospherium-Planetarium
Poplar Ridge New York 13139
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SKYLINE:
Tips on Db erving
the Twilight Sky
David Rosenthal
P.O. Box 1502
Ridgecrest, California 93555
David Rosenthal produces Skyline, an international
radio program that "brings astronomy to the world."
It's an informal and informative program that includes
news and interviews, observing tips, astronomical features, and what's happening in the
It is heard on
Radio Earth, a short-wave station
reaches North
America, Europe, and the mid-East. Consult the box at
the end of this article for broadcast times and frequencies.

es are you'll find out how knowing just a little more
about Usomething that happens every day" can make
that everyday occurrence something really "~IC;LAal.l.
Well, what most of us think about when we consider
the sunset are beautiful postcard-type images with red
and orange billowy douds producing fiery
as
the sun slips further and further below the western
rizon. There's no doubt these scenes inspire awe and a
tremendous sense of tranquility but beyond their obvious display is another, more fundamental beauty.
This is a special display put on by the sun's
themselves visible only from that part of the
moving either into or out of the -sunlight. The interaction between the sun's rays and the atmosphere itself
is what gives rise to the colors we see
twilight. When there are clouds in that part
the different colors of light falling on them
the post card fantasies.
To see how all this comes
to watch the sunset-or
we've
sunrise--in an ""h.~""I ••• ,.,.hY
east.
both to the west and to

In this article, Dave talks about
something we frequently feature in
planetarium shows but seldom give
much
to, and that's the
sky colors at sunrise and sunset.
This article is a transcript of the
program that was broadcast in early February, 1987. It's an excellent
example of how you can explain a
complex subject entirely without visuals (the diagram
was prepared for our benefit), It's also a lesson in how
to see.

To
a feel for what's
with
sun's rays during
we first have to understand the net
effects of several natural mechanisms on the sunlight itself as it
passes through our atlnosphelre

program of astronomical news and information to help
you enjoy your sky-no matter where in the world you
live.

As you know, white sunlight is made up of a combination of all the colors of the rainbow-the sun's
trum. Rainbow colors run from deepblue on one
through green in about the middle, across
to
orange, and
to red on the other side. Each color
in the sun's
consists of
waves with a
wavelength
own. If you were to move across a
rainbow
the wavelengths of the colors in
you'd find that
blue end of the rainbow had the
shortest waves and the red end the lorH!E~St.

This time on Skyline, instead of the considering the
night sky, we're going to do something a little different.. I bet most of us enjoy watching a beautiful sunset.
It's fascinating to see the colors develop and fade into
one another as the day goes but it's even more exciting
to have a good idea of what's going on so we can add
another dimension to these performances nature constantly unfolds for us.

Still measuring wavelengths, you'd find that these
colors have
that continuously increased
in length as you started at the shortest blue ones and
moved across to the red waves on the other side. Even
though the rainbow's colors have a
of wavelengths of light making them
them all at the same time appears to our
white we call sunlight.

We'll spend a little time ' .... .,".A".k about how you can
go outside and see some of the
of this
100% natural display for yourself. Once you
chanc-

If you fin a
noon on a
white

Hello and welcome back to another edition of Skyline. I'm Dave Rosenthal, coming to you from China
Lake in California's Mojave Desert with Skyline, a
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with milk and take it outside at
clear day you'll
see somethout just before sunset can be
Vol.

blue

blue
pale blue
y enow-green
pa 1e orange

Earth's shadow

--

blue

blue
white y e110w

red
purple
dark grey blue

--...

purple red

~

- 50 ~
soft purple

violet blue

~
yellow
orange-red

-- 6 0

-1

(30-45 minutes
sunset)

(more than 1hr.
past sunset)

Note: Positive and negat;ve numbers ;nd;cate sun's distance
above or be low horizon in degrees.
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different story. Looking at that glass of milk in the
last rays of the sun as it slips toward the horizon will
show you something that looks more like orange juice.
It's the same liquid and the same sun, so what's going
on?
The difference is how much atmosphere the sunlight
has to pass through. At midday, the sun is high in the
sky so the sunlight travels almost vertically through
the earth's atmosphere. Near sunset, though, the sunlight we see follows a path which grazes the earth's
surface, passing almost horizontally above it. The sunlight not only travels a longer distance through the,
but the air it travels through is thicker, too.
Asthe sunlight travels through the air, an interesting thing happens-actually several interesting
things. Remember how colors in the red end of the sun's
spectrum have longer wavelengths? Well, it turns out
that these longer wavelengths travel quite a bit more
easily through this thicker atmosphere near the
earth's surface than the shorter waves making up the
blue end. On top of that, the earth's atmosphere
bends-or refracts-the reddish rays more, meaning
their paths wind up getting curved downwards toward
the surface.
What's happening to the blue end of the sun's spectrum is these shorter waves interact with particles suspended in the atmosphere as well as the molecules
making up the air itself. This is a mechanism called
scattering and, instead of a slight downward bending,
the shorter wavelengths of light wind up having their
paths abruptly turned. The shorter the wavelength,
the more abruptly its path is shifted with the extreme
being the sun's bluest rays getting turned 90°. To rays of
sunlight sailing along parallel to the earth's surface,
this scattering effect results in the blue rays being
turned perpendicular to it. The portion of these rays
that get turned straight up account for the reason the
sky over our heads is blue.
Actually, these two effects, refraction and scattering,
are the most fundamental ones operating during sunset;
they're primarily responsible for the colors at each
end of the sun's spectrum following distinctly different
pa ths through the air. As the sun
close to the horizon, to get to our eyes, the rays sunlight now travel
a long course through the atmosphere, fairly parallel
to the earth's surface. The longer wavelengths at the
red end of the sun's spectrum penetrate this denser air
better and the light reaching us has a definite reddish
color to it. Meanwhile, the shorter, blue-end wavelengths get turned perpendicular to the earth's surface
directly hitting us.
so they're diverted out of the
This makes the sunlight falling on our glass of milk we
mentioned earlier appear redder
26

Well, refraction and scattering are just two of the
primary mechanisms going on between sunlight and the
atmosphere. At any given time, we've got these two
plus refraction, absorption, and diffraction in there as
well. The bottom line is that sunset and sunrise are
special times and, during these times, a whole
of interesting and beautiful things are easily seen.
For the next few minutes, let's take an imaginary
through a sunset and get an idea of just a few of
things it can show us that we might not hqve seen
before.
OK, imagine it's a clear day. You're in a place where
you can see both the western horizon and the eastern
horizon. It's about 20 minutes before sundown so the sun
is about 5° above the western horizon.
Looking toward the sun, you notice that the
above the horizon in that direction has become and
orange-yellow instead of the whitish blue it was earlier. These are the longer wavelengths in the sun's
spectrum reaching you. That long atmospheric
they've traveled has removed much of the blue in the
sunlight so you're bathed in reddish light.
Turn around for a second and face east. Same
there. The landscape to the east of you is redder
there are any distant douds, they're colored a
Actually, the sky to the east, from the horizon
is
just beginning to transition from its whitish blue color
orto a new color scheme. This one starts with a
ange, then to yellow, to greenish, then blue.
This is the counter twilight. It turns out that
reflecting directly back from an object does so with
very high efficiency. With the sun
above the western horizon, the sky just above your eastern horizon is
reflecting that reddish light right back at you.
So where's the blue light? Look straight up. The
sun's rays passing almost horizontally by you have
had the blue in them deflected 90° so the sky
overhead is a beautifully pure sky blue. Matter of
it's the deepest blue anywhere in the sky right now.
Now it's a little later and the sun has just set. Look to
the west. Don't look at the horizon but try to relax
a
eyes to take in that whole region of sky. Look
huge dome-shaped whitish glow centered on where
the sun went down. Let your eyes seek the edges of imsky and
aginary lines of equal brightness in
find it in a second. The round whitish glow eXlten.QS
most 50° high in the sky.
Turn around and look east again. There's a bluishgrey band stretching horizontally across the horizon
The
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now, maybe 2 or 3° high. This is the earth's shadow
rising. Look just above the earth's shadow and see the
color of the sky transition from the bluish-grey to a
purple-red. Just above the purple-red, the sky becomes
orange and then yellow-white; you're looking at the
counter-twilight again but, since the sun has dropped,
the counter-twilight has risen higher.
Now it's about 15 minutes after sunset. Looking to the
west again you see that the large white dome-shaped
glow has turned kind of a salmon pink color. It's only
about 40° high now, though, and you notice that the
horizontal stripes of color above the western horizon
have started to intensify.

ties are endless. Better yet i5 the fact that this can
happen twice a day so, if you're up at sunrise too..
can watch the show again.
If you found some of these things interesting, you
might enjoy one of the best-known books on the subject.
It's called The Nature of Light and Color
the Open
Air (Dover Books) by the Dutch physicist, MiJnnCllert
and it's one of the best treatments of the subject I've
ever come across.

Well, that's about it for this time on Skyline.
Take care .. .I'm Dave Rosenthal and this has

Skyline.
Look east again. The earth's shadow has moved
higher now. Look quickly, though, because it's about to
disappear. The only reason we're able to see it in the
first place was that our sunset perspective allowed us
to look right along the boundary between the atmosphere in the sunlight and the atmosphere out of it. As
you stand there, the earth's rotation is carrying you
into that shadow at up to 1000 miles an hour so your
edgewise perspective is disappearing fast.
Now it's between 20 and 25 minutes past sunset. Look
around you and see that the ground is illuminated by a
seemingly warm glow. If there's any grass or flowers
near you, see how bright their colors are.
This is one of the most striking aspects of sunset;
what's referred to as the "purple light." What's happening is the light you're seeing by isn't the direct rays
of the sun anymore but comes from the sky overhead.
From our knowledge of scattering, this must be light
from the blue end of the spectrum and, indeed it is.
High above us, the sun's rays are still passing by
fairly parallel to the earth's surface. The shorter
wavelengths in the sunlight are being scattered perpendicularly and fall on us here, just beyond the limit
of the sun's direct illumination. The result is an enhancement of naturally-occurring colors.
These light rays from the blue end of the sun's spectrum act like an ultraviolet light flooding the landscape, and anything that might fluoresce will appear
to almost glow with color. If you really want to see
this, take something made with a day-glow color outside with you. Because there is a fair amount of ultraviolet in this so-called "purple-light,' your fluorescent
colors will definitely show up.
This brief trip through an imaginary sunset is just a

tiny bit of what you can experience on your own. Remember, we did this on a clear day, too. With the

a

Dave Rosenthal's Skyline can be heard every
week on Radio Earth at these times and shortwave frequencies:
Europe, Scandinavia, Mid..East: 7.295 MHz
Sunday ..................... 0800 - 1100 G.M.T.

United States, Canada, Caribbean~ 7.400 MHz
Friday and Tuesday.... 7:oo p.m. Pacific Time
8:00 p.m. Mountain Time
9:00 p.m. Central Time
10:00 p.m. Eastern Time

When Will They Arrive?
Once they leave the solar system, the Voyager and
Pioneer spacecraft will travel towards the stars.
They're not likely to ever pass near one. These are the
facts, asuming a velocity of 7 miles
second
kilometers per second, or 1/30,000
velocity of
light):
Each spacecraft will "encounter" a star once every
100,000 years.

Each will pass within 10 Astronomical Units of a
star once every 1017 years.
They will hit a star (pass within 0.01 Astronomical
Units of one's center) once every 1()23 years.
In 1023 years the galaxy will rotate 109 times.

clouds in the sky-west or east of you-the possibili-
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FORUM
In ancient Rome, the forum was, among other things, a
place of assembly for the discussion of public matters
and current questions, and that's what it is here. Each
Forum contains one topic and the comments of several
planetarians who were invited to react to it. You, the
reader are encouraged to agree or disagree and to
share your thoughts. Your comments will be printed in
the next Forum. Short replies are preferred. The
deadline for responses is June 10.
I

This Forum reacts to a quotation by Max Ary that appeared in his article "The Third Stage of Planetarium
Evolution" in The Planetarian, Vol. 3, 1974 (an article
well worth rereading):

Already I am seeing programs in which the
star projector acts primarily as a background
for the rest of the visuals. I am seeing planetariums turn away from that original intention that Armand Spitz had-that of a simple, discreet, astronomy educational tool ... l
think we do need to stop and think, and to
plan what we are going to do with this type
of production."
II

**************
Before commenting on Max Ary's article, I think I
should state my point of view. I didn't enter the planetarium profession until 1975 (1977 if you count from
when I started getting paid!), and by that time the
market offered a lot of multimedia style programs
with lessened emphasis on the star machine. Thus
these more complex programs seem to me to be the
norm. I tend to use machine-oriented shows between
"major" productions; since they use few special effects
projectors they allow us to keep the planetarium open
when we might otherwise be closed for program changes.
I don't believe this lessened emphasis on the star
machine is a completely bad trend in the planetarium
field. The mechanical machines in most planetaria
are marvelously flexible, but have a major drawback:
by themselves, they can illustrate almost everything
Galilee knew about the universe. They can show newer
concepts,
but much of modem astronomy is simple
left off.
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From what I've read of the planetaria of the 1950s I
can see that programming philosophies were, as
points out, more simple and discreet then than now.
But astronomy is no longer a simple, discreet SCl4~nce.
and exciting the public with it requires more "'h71n!:ll"'~~'"
programming. If anything, we should improve our
ductions in areas not involving the star projectors.
need to generate more (and betler) visuals while improving our control systems, scripts, sound
and
pacing. The hard part will be to make these imlDrnvpments while remembering that the funny-looking
in the middle of the room is what makes a planetariumunique.
Visual astronomy has an important place in astronomy education (and a variety of machine-oriented
grams should be in every year's schedule), but star machine effects should be used only when they contribute
to the understanding of the subject at hand. In
ion, there is Ii ttle reason to use time in a program
the Voyager 2 encounter with Uranus to point out tonight's constellations.
Our star machines represent a lot of capability
goes untapped in many (perhaps most) programs about
modem astronomy. As astronomy grows in complexity,
the topics of our presentations will grow further from
the basic visual astronomy that is the great strength of
the star machine. I think the solution to this problem
is not to change our commitment to presenting the
of today's astronomy, but to increase the originality
the ways we use the appropriate capabilities of our
star machines.
David E. Hostetter
Curator of the Planetarium
Lafayette Natural History Museum and Planetarium
Lafayette, Louisiana 70503
I strongly feel that the basic purpose of the planetarium is to reproduce the night skies. Our programs for the
public, school groups, and private groups reflect this as
each presentation consists of a 112 hour live current sky
lecture that includes constellation overlays plus a V2
hour taped media presentation that uses slides, movies, and special effects. The teacher or group leader is
sent a list of planets, bright stars, and constellations to
be pointed out in the sky lecture. The media presentations are not just tape I slide shows that could be done in
a room with a flat screen.
Why do our presentations include live sky lectures?
Teachers generally learn from observing those
taught them, and planetarians learn from nh,c::tO'!Fu;'IM......
other planetarians. The first planetarium I uu.......... .c!od"i
was a Spitz A-2 at the University
Michigan

had no sound system, no slide projectors, no movie projector, and only a homemade meteor projector for special effects. We used this planetarium for the astronomy lab course we taught, and we were also required to
give sky lectures once a month when public observing
sessions were held. I feel fortunate that, unlike many
in the planetarium field, my degrees are in astronomy.
This also explains why I emphasize the use of the
planetarium as an astronomy educational tool.
I feel that the planetarium can also be used for presentations that are strictly entertaining. I think Armand Spitz would approve, if he knew that these: 1)
were in addition to the educational presentations, 2)
attracted people to the facility who otherwise
wouldn't be there, and 3) contributed to the financial
well-being of the facility. We present a weekly music,
laser, light, and movie (animated and nature), multimedia show called Album Encounters. Each week we
playa different album in its entirety. The attendance
at these shows exceeds that of our public programs.
In summary, times have changed since Armand Spitz
had his original ideas about what a planetarium
should do. Is he now rolling over in his grave? Perhaps so because of the things that are being done in
some planetariums. But overall, I would hope that he
would be smiling about most of the things we are doing.
Robert Allen, Planetarium Director
University of Wisconsin
La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601
Many planetaria today are elaborate multi-media
theaters with a variety of special effects projectors,
panorama systems, slide dissolve units, automation
systems, lasers and video projection capabilities. As
Armand Spitz envisioned, the planetarium star projector is a marvelous tool, able to display the majesty of
the sky with a great degree of realism. When so many
tools are available to us, should we limit ourselves to
only one?
Our cultural tastes in the United States seem to be
moving away from education and towards novel, stimulating experiences as demonstrated by the popularity
of action-adventure movies and television programs.
Whether this trend has a positive or negative value,
it represents what the general public has come to expect from the media. If planetaria are to avoid becoming isolated from the general public, then they must
meet all or part of that expectation.
Is it correct to limit the planetarium to a role as a sacred temple of astronomy? I believe that most people
in this field would acknowledge that the planetarium
is a multi-media theater. It s use should not be limited
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to a single subject. Most planetaria are operated as a
part of a museum or educational institution
as
do not have the freedom to deal with any possible
ic. But within the constraints of ethics, the tone set
the institution, and good taste, there are an enormous
number of subjects that can be presented in a rl'u'n~1'n1i1"
stimulating manner.
With this in mind,
should not neglect that audience which
tion about the cosmos, whether it is learning the ancient constellations or catching up on recent discoveries
and ideas.
As our knowledge of the universe continues to expand,
the question that emerges is not whether to utilize our
star projectors, but how to select ideas we can
most effectively which have wide appeal in our
ture.
I"I"\Y'\'lY.o,'l1'

Kenneth Adams, Director
Schreder Planetarium
1644 Magnolia Avenue
Redding, California 96001
Planetarium programs have. gone the
film and
video. Both of these mediums can be
educational, highly entertaining, or both. The same is true
of planetarium programs. I have seen all types in
planetarium. I like them all. However, in my oplnllon,
the majority of the population, in the United
would not come to a purely educational program and if
they did, they would not wish to come back. So why
not do programs that use the planetarium as
"background." By the way, just because the star projector is used as ''background'' does not mean the show is
not highly educational. It just means we are not doing
star identification. There are many topics that can be
discussed in a highly educational way
would not
use the planetarium projectors other than as
"background," i.e., over-population,
trip to the planets and many science
shows
(Last Question, for example). An of these shows really don't need a star projector. Should we not talk about
such things then?
Uln.""... .,.... ,

I think we should. Practically speaking, if we just
did star identification programs, our attendance figures would probably drop by eighty percent. We recently tried it. We did a show on the current sky. Attendance was poor. The people who came seemed to enjoy the show. There just weren't many people who attended.
At this point, I can hear some of my colleagues
ing, "We'll call it something else, but we'll sneak
the star identification stuff in. We'll just get them in
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with a fancy title and dose out to the people what we
think they need." This philosophy has an awfully
big chance of back-firing. If the people didn't want to
come to see this type of show in the first place and you
trick them into your theater, they might enjoy it, but
on the other hand they might be outraged. I don't
think we have to point out the stars in every show. We
can do that every once in a while to fulfill the needs of
a small percentage of the population. The rest of the
time we can talk about other things, and even do a
purely entertaining show.
For the most part, the entertaining program with
educational facets is the way to go, even if it means
using the planetarium only as a backdrop. To quote
that famous philosopher, Mary Poppins, "A spoonfull
of sugar helps the medicine go down." Many people,
I'm afraid, view that "simple, discreet, astronomy educational tool" as medicine. We all need different
amounts and different types of medicine, but if it can be
pleasant tasting, why not? I know I would choose the
best tasting. So would just about everybody else. For
you purists out there who assume lithe perfect human
being" would want a straight-to-the-point education-

SOL RO

al program, there aren't many of those
out
there. In fact, the people who are supposed to work on
Sundays keep telling me that there is only one nArt-Art
entity out there and He probably doesn't need
education anyway. Let's not fault people for being human.
Let's accept that and go from there.
Gary
Associate Curator
Chaffee Planetarium
233 Washington 5.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503

************

*

Surely everyone who reads this debate will n~C';"n-l'.OO
or even take offence at something that has been
Share your thoughts! Where else can you air your
opinions before the entire planetarium community for
the cost of a postage stamp? Replies must be received
before June 10.
There were no replies to the last Forum.
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In your schoolroom,
lab, planetarium,
museum or
science center.
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Now you can bring
observations
indoors-easily, reliably and costeffectively-with the TRAX Model 35
SunCapsule T.M. heliostat

During
weather, when no
solar observations are possible,
SunCapsule automatically
until the sun
again.

The fully automatic,
controlled
SunCapsule reliably
the
sun-dawn to dusk, horizon to horizon,
year in and year out-while you remain
indoors. Its stationary solar beam
enables you to conduct experiments
involving various solar phenomena and
present such visual displays as:
• solar prominences,
• solar hydrogen alpha,
• white light,
• spectral ..........." .... ,,.,.,,

The SunCapsule is available with a video
displays time,
status monitor
latitude, longitude, solar position, and
weather conditions.
For more information on the Hii.~"iV-lrU-lj:.sH
SunCapsule
or other orE~CISlon
instruments,
call or write:
TRAX Instrument
Corporation
10100 Cochiti Road S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87123
Telephone: (505) 292-3366
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Kei th Johnson
UALR Planetarium
University of Arkansas
2801 South University Avenue
Li ttle Rock, Arkansas 72204
telephone 501/569-3259
CompuServe 75746,3625

Computer Astronon1Y
Net\Nork
One of the nicest features about microcomputers is
the feeling of community that has been generated
among users of these marvelous machines. This is
much like the environment of sharing and helping
that has long existed among ham radio operators, but
computer users don't have to pass a Federal exam.
Nowadays, you don't even have to know how to program!
A prime example for we stargazer types is a newsletter intended for people interested in microcomputer
astronomy. It's published by Barry D. Malpas, and it's
called "Computer Astronomy Network" (CAN).
The first issue appeared at the end of 1985, and was
so well-received that Malpas received a flood of requests for subscriptions, had to raise subscription rates
last fall, and cannot always publish all the articles
he receives. Apparently there are a lot of folk out
there who want to share their enthusiasm over their
byte-sized universes.
CAN publishes software reviews, book reviews,
short program listings for quite a number of different
compu ter brands on a variety of astronomical themes, a
bug list of problems readers have found in commercial
software, and essays on various topics. Some articles
are reprinted from other publications, such as the
SEP A newsletter; most are original contributions from
readers.
The newsletter started out as a single sheet, printed
on both sides. It rapidly expanded to three doubleprinted pages, but Malpas says that limits on time and
resources will restrict CAN to that size for the time
The
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being. Issues appear bi-monthly. With the November-December '86 issue Malpas included an index of
ticles from sixty-two magazines that he
would be of interest to his readers. That index is six
pages long, and the letters must be about one step this
side of microfiche-size, but they are still readable and
usefuL
Malpas says he welcomes articles from readers.
far, most program submissions have come from Timexsince
Sinclair users, which I don't understand at
those machines must represent a rather small
of the microcomputers used in astronomy.
listings have appeared; Apples and IBMs have been
less visible. Commercial software reviews have been
fairly evenly distributed. Malpas would like to see
other machines represented in CAN, so if you have
wri tten a program for the Banana 9000 to track
or have written a review of such a program,
consider sending it in to CAN.
'nn"l1l1l"\,rvi4"11'1"O

OK, if you've read this far, you must be interested
"'u
subscribing. Subscriptions are $4
the U.s.A., Canada, and Mexico;
elsewhere. Obviously this is a labor of love! Malpas writes
I do not plan to declare
my goal is to come
issues are
close to breaking even."
$0.70 each ($1.20 outside North
U.AU, .....

Now before you race to your checkbook, an
announcement: PLEASE, PLEASE make out
directly to Barry D. Malpas! He does not
arate account for CAN, so checks made out to
newscheck to:
letter itself must be returned. Send
Barry D. Malpas, Editor
Computer Astronomy Network
20 Helen Street
Warren, New Jersey 07060.

Everyone is familiar with oft-repeated statement
that we micro users now possess computing power on our
desktops once available only with
mainframe
machines that didn't work as well as ours. An eXcamlple
of how planetarians can utilize this
comes from Jim Rusk, a creative
enthusiastic computer master from Mesquite, Texas.

VielNing Eclips
a Microcon1p

\Nit
er

On April 9, 1567, residents of Rome saw a totalsolar
At about 12:25
local time the moon cov-

ered the sun to reveal the corona and the planet Mercury nearby. I "saw" this event recently using my microcomputer as a time machine. Astronomy software for
personal computers is getting better; in fact, not many
years ago, to perform the eclipse simulation I described
would have required a main-frame computer. I used an
ordinary Apple lIe.

prediction that light is bent by gravity. The idea was
to photograph stars near the sun during an eclipse and
compare the stars' positions with a photograph of the
same part of the sky without the sun. If the ",~", ... I:;.r.-h~
was actually bent as it passed near the sun, ........ ,.,. .. ,. .
graphs would show tiny differences in the po~,itiIJns
the stars.

An interesting list of eclipses to explore is the one in
"Historic Solar Eclipses," an article in the October
1982 issue of Scientific American. Even with a good
list, however, the procedure is not all that
straightforward. The lists usually contain naked-eye
observations many years old, and so the site is usually
given as the nearest large town. Luckily, many of
these cities still exist today.

The British actually sent two expeditions, but the
one in Brazil was the more successful. I used "The Observatory" to view the sky from
29, 1919 at 9 am local time.
near the eclipsed sun, and the ecJipEied
near the 'V" in Taurus. In
nitude +3.53, was
close.

want. Then
siter's "The Observatory"
an, vol.
to see if you are dose '-" ..
of the eclipse for the moon to cover
sun on the
screen. "The Observatory" allows the viewer to
nify the
as much as 512X, so that the moment
total eclipse very obvious.

>JVI..I.I.(ll.l..

Int:en~sti:n2:

to observe too.

J U J ;....

Using this technique, I found that one of the eclipses
- in Prague on 7 June 1415 was not total in
Prague
although the
the eclipse did
pass nearby. I picked a spot at latitude 500 02' ~O'' N
and longitude 160 51' 00" W to observe the
at
6:11 UT. Those who viewed the eclipse in
saw
Mars and Saturn not too far from the eclipsed sun.
Most dates given in lists of historical eclipses are already translated to the Gregorian calendar, or else a
Julian
is cited. If your source lists dates in the old
Julian
be sure and convert to the Gregorian.
Charles Kluepfel's "Calendar Conversions" neatly
handles any conversion that may be needed.
To get accuracy at these remote dates it is essential
to correct for parallax and perturbations. Geocentric
parallax corrects for the fact that you are not located
at the center of the earth; it is particularly important
where moon calculations are concerned. Perturbations
concern the complex gravitational interactions of the
planets,
Jupiter and Saturn.
a significant
the program. Even at machine language
the complex calculations to correct for
parallax and perturbations take a few minutes.
in recent times was that of May
. . . ,..,~ . . ""'... e:x:pl~dition verified Einstein's
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interest to me will occur in
Dallas, Texas on 8
2024.
the location for
the planetarium where I
Nand 960 38'
04" W, I can
the ecllPs,e.
12:40 pm. Mercury and Venus are
Saturn and Mars are
close .r'\r~n.ll-. .......
luck I'll
own
yard. If
of the
around the
eclipsed sun seems
it win be because I
once viewed it
back in the 1980's
a
tive
How
that will sound 20241
ci"?..,. ............,.

Director
Russell Planetarium
~~4U..I.LICg Texas 75149

.l .. J. ...

As you can see,
Rusk is a
terist. But you ain't seen
will want to
attention here.

dedicated compuowners

a data base; and many more.
These files occupy four disk sides (currently; but
Rusk's universe tends to expand rapidly). Of course,
you must have your own copy of AppleWorks itself in
order to use the files. He is making them available to
anyone who has a use for them. Since I'm the one who
gets my name at the top of this column, he has graciously (meaning when he asked me, I said
"Gracious!") allowed me to take care of distribution. If
you want copies, please send four blank disk sides (four
single-sided 5-1/4 disks, or two double-sided, or one
quadruple-sided) AND RETURN POSTAGE to me, and
I'll fill 'em up and ship 'em back. Such a deal you
won't get in your corner software shop!

Tim W. Kuzniar
Producer, Artist
Ward Beecher Planetarium
Youngstown State University
410 Wick Avenue
Youngstown, Ohio 44555

Next Month, Maybe

Welcome to the Kodalith Corner! This new ~tlI~.n'l·tlI
of The Planetarian presents a collection of miscellaneous artwork designed to be photographed directly from
these pages.

Shipping disks around the country is usually an adequate method for transferring large amounts of information from one computer user to another. But it takes
some time; and it doesn't work if you use a different
computer than I do. The solution in some cases may be
telecommunication: sending info over the phone lines
by computer.
This is a new area for most of us. I've been doing it
for a year or two and still donlt know half of what is
possible. In my next column, I'll discuss the benefits of
telecomputing, and the disadvantages (yes, there are
some; I dread seeing my phone bill next month!).
One focus of activity for many of us in this area is
the array of information services and electronic bulletin boards that have sprung up in the past few years.
Several IPS members subscribe to the commercial services; some of us Associate Editors use them to submit
material and corrections to the Editor. I already know
the electronic ID's for some of you, but I suspect I'm
missing a lot. I also suspect you'd like to know who of
us has an electronic mailbox.
So I propose to make a list of all willing IPS members who are currently using CompuServe, the Source,
GEnie, Delphi, or other network. If you're willing,
would you let me know your network and ID number?
I'm on CompuServe, so you can tell me electronically
there (UALR Planetarium, ID 75746,3625). For the
others, you'U have to send me the information the oldfashioned way. Please try to get it to me by mid-May
if at all possible. If you have any comments, questions,
or problems in this area that you'd like discussed-and
if you haven't, tell me, and I'll nab you to lead the discussion!-let me know that, too.
0
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The artwork printed here is copyright free. It can be
photocopied, enlarged, reduced, cut-and-pasted, rearranged, and in general used for whatever comes to
mind, from programming to public relations.
And remember, this is your column. If you h~ve
artwork, prints, or graphics suitable for KodaHth reproduction that you are willing to share, please
them to my attention. Only non-copyrighted material
can be accepted. Credit win be given to aU artists and
contributors.
Suggestions and comments are also' welcome, and if
you have ideas for original artwork o'r preferences
what you would like to see in Kodalith Comer, send
them along also.
In this issue we have stars and stargazers.
The next page is devoted to an original illustration
a typical spiral galaxy seen face-on and edge-on. This
can be used as a graphic slide or special effect, or titles
and numbers can be added to make a diagram of the
Milky Way (or another spiral galaxy),
On the following page is a collection of faces and
heads that can be used for anything from prophets,
mythmakers and storytellers, to astronomers, astrologers, and skywatchers. By way of a technical note,
will notice that this artwork has a "negative image"
look. When photographed, the resulting Kodalith
will appear in "positive" lighting.
These two pages of artwork should be credited to Tim
Kuzniar, Producer/Artist, Ward Beecher Planetarium,
Youngstown, Ohio.
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Planetarium
Usage for
Secondary
Students
BIOCLOCKS:
UNDERSTANDING THE
RHYTHMS OF LIFE
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
INTRODUCTION

As fascinating as this topic is, developing a lesson on
I
such a complex subject was not an easy task.
was able to find an excellent commercially
audio visual program on the topic and adapt it for use
in the planetarium. "Bioclocks: Understanding the
Rhythms of Life" is a slide/tape set available from
the Center for Humanities. (The Center for Humanities, Communications Park, Box 1000, Mount
New York 10549) The program is divided into two
parts and comes with a detailed Teacher's
two
trays of slides, and two records/tapes. I was able to
select relevant sections from the two parts of
~
gram; reorder them; and add appropriate ....
activities to clarify the astronomical topics discussed.
The set included all necessary slides except for the
colastronomical ones, and these were already in
lection. The lesson presented here then, demonstrates
how the set could be integrated into a planetarium
gram and used by other planetariums.
JL ...........

The following planetarium lesson involves a fascinating branch of biology that has direct interconnections with the science of astronomy. liThe astronomical
condition of living on a rotating planet which together
wi th the moon circles around a star-the sun-places
all of earth's organisms in an environment whose time
structure is composed of three inescapable rhythms
(days, tides and seasons)." (Ayensu, 1981). Whether
referred to as "Bioclocks," hChronobiology," or
uBiological Rhythms" this field concerns the study of
rhythms within living organisms. It attempts to discover such rhythms and to understand their function.*
This planetarium lesson allows the students to
receive an introduction to the field of Chronobiology
and to explore some of the astronomical factors related
to the rhythms. It has been presented to Biology classes in the Methacton School District, P A. It has been
well received by the participating students in these
districts and has generated high interest in the students involved.

... JL

All of the illustrations (four) are reprinted actual
size following the bibliography.
Finally, the topic of Bioclocks is indeed a taS:Clrlanmg
and timely one. Many planetariums may wish to consider offering a program on this subject to their
students. It is hoped that this presentation
you in this process. If you have any questions or wish to
discuss the lesson further, please contact me. Thank
you.
Readers are reminded to please send any comments on
this lesson, as well as submissions of other lesson
for the secondary level (grades 7-12) to me. In
ting lesson plans, please remember to use the following
format: Title, Purpose, Objectives, Materials,
tion, and Procedure. Thank you!

,. It is important that this field not be confused with

the pseudo-science of "bio-rhythms."
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Bioclocks:
Understanding the
Rhythms of Life

The Methacton
School District Planetarium

Presents:

A Planetarium Lesson
Developed by:

Dr. Gerald L. Mallon,
Ed.D.

the earth's orbit "' ..."'.......,rfi the
sun and its 23
tion.

BIOCLOCKS:
UNDERSTANDING

~l..
~

THE RHYTHMS OF LIFE

MATERIALS: Bioc1ock Slide
Set (Williams, 1976) and
propriate astronomical
slide projectors, overhead
jector, transparencies of worksheet pages, charts of local tidal times, lunar projector
show phase and position)
earth projector, student worksheets, [newspaper article on
Bioclocks should have been distributed to students for ..0..,.,.. • .,.,.....
prior to the lesson (Ross,
I

PURPOSE: To examine the nature
of "Bioclucks" (systemic rhythms
in life) and their connections with
celestial cycles.

A Planetarium Program Oeveloped By:
OFt. GERALD L. MALLON

GRADE/SUBJECT LEVEL: High
School Biology, Biochemistry,
Applied Science, General Science.
BERAVIORAL OBJECTIVES: By
the end of the lesson, students should be able to:
1. describe the rhythmical nature of life processes and
the particular importance of "circadian" (about a
day ) rhythms.

2. state that many circadian rhythms are innate, controlled by some internal bioclock, and that they
will persist even when the normal signals of daylight and darkness are removed.
3. define and differentiate between the following two
terms: "endogenous"-generated from within; and
"exogenous" generated by subtle outside forces.
4. demonstrate the causes of tides on the earth, using
diagrams of the earth, moon, and sun.
5. list some of the manifestations of the interplay between internal bioclocks and environmental influences, such as the blooming of plants and the migration of birds.
6. list some of the possible human rhythms and explain
some of the difficulties in studying them.
7. explain the reason for the changing lengths of day
during the year, referring to the cycle of seasons and

PUJlPOS~:

PREPARATION: Part One: set
the planetarium instrument for
the home latitude. The moon
projector should be set for current position and phase,
to demonstrate the current cycle of phases. The
earth projector should be set to match the home
tude and longitude. The sun should be set for the current
date but ready to move in annual motion. [For Part
the planetarium horizon needs to be marked off in degrees. The horizon should be marked at least
45 0 •
The sun should be set for the autumnal equinox. The
moon projector will not be needed.
PROCEDURE
PART ONE: Welcome students and explain the .............r .. "" .....
of the lesson and the procedure that win
The program will actually involve two plame~ta:riUlm
visits and each visit will begin with a short audio visual presentation followed by a lab activity. Refer to
the emerging importance of chronobiology in our understanding of life on earth, citing examples
the
newspaper article that was read by the students as a
preparatory activity for the lesson (Ross, 1984).
AUDIO VISUAL PRESENTATION

Most living things follow a daily schedule.
their life processes have regular rhythms
the natural cycle of light and dark caused
earth's rotation.

'To eXAmtne the nAture of lI~toc[ocls" Csystemtc
tn (tJe) And thetr connecttons wtth ce(esttA[ cyc[es"
The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.2,
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ONE)

sponse to the gravitational pull of the moon on the
earth. It is not, however, quite as simple as that.
There are many other factors which complicate the
phenomena of the tides. We are going to take a short
look at some of these.

Human beings are no exception. Traditionally, we
have arisen with the sun and retired with the dark.
Within our bodies, too, are many rhythms attuned to
this daily cycle.
Bu t in the modern world, we are not bound by this
natural schedule. We can, and do, create daylight
twenty-four hours a day, either to extend the enjoyment of our waking hours or to
make our services available
at any hour they may be
1'hB l'1"oq1"Am
needed.
In short, we often behave as
if natural daily rhythms
didn't exist. So it becomes all
the more important to study
and understand these
rhythms which can be found
in virtually all forms of life.
We must learn what happens
if we ignore such rhythms or
attempt to change them.

t,nVO[VB

First, we will investigate the fundamental nature of
tides. Second, we will examine the concept of
and "Spring" tides.
we will look at the ........
of the varying distances of
Wt,[[ ActUA[[Y the moon, earth and sun, and
two I'[AnBtAyt,Um the effects these may have
on tides.
'''hl,............

"t,st,ts, And BACh vt,st,t IVt,[[

Tides are essentially the
reaction of the earth to the
0 [- gravitational attraction of
"t,SUA[ I'1"BSBntAtt,on
the moon. Since the earth is
[oWBd &1.1 A [A& ACtt,Vt,t1j.
not just rock, but rather has a
great deal of water at the
surface, this water is
"pulled" towards the moon.
Hearing this, and using "Part One" of your student
worksheet on "TIDES," please draw the 'shape' of the
[Program Credits]
water around the earth that you assume would result
from the given alignment of the earth, moon, and sun.
People have long been aware that the processes of
(Students should be given a moment to work. The
life are rhythmic. Many rhythms are so regular that
teacher would look over the student work and help
they seem to be controlled by some kind of internal
where needed.)
clock. This bird, for instance, sings regularly every
three hours.
Looking over your drawings, many of you have shown
of
one large bulge of water, a 'high' tide on the
Rhythms can be much longer-a year or more. Certhe earth facing the moon and 'low' tides everywhere
tain insects and birds respond to signal that cause them
else. However, instead of just one large bulge, there are
to make long annual migrations to particular places.
two bulges. One is towards the moon, but another is
One of the longest rhythms known is that of the agave,
or century plant, which blooms only once every hun1800 away. (Use overhead projector and transparency
of worksheet to demonstrate.) Can anyone try to exdred years.
plain why this would be? (Accept student responses. If
Many rhythms of life seem to be related to the
possible, relate responses to the following conclusion.)
rhythms of the earth. One such rhythm is that of the
Two bulges result because the moon is also pulling on
the 'solid' earth and actually pulls it away from the
tides, which rise and fall every twelve hours and
twenty-five minutes, in response to the gravitational
water on the opposite side, that is, since the water on
pull of the moon.
the far side of the earth is more distant from the moon,
and gravitational attraction decreases with distance,
The activity of fiddler crabs is synchronized with
the gravitational pull on the water on the opposite is
the tides. As the tide goes out, the crabs appear in
much less than on the near side.
great numbers on the beach. At the high tide, they dig
themselves burrows and remain in hiding.
(Use overhead projector and a circular cut-out of the
earth to show a polar view of the earth rotating withNow using the planetarium equipment, we will atin the tidal bulges.) Since the earth rotates and the
tempt to more closely investigate the phenomena of
gravitational pull of the moon maintains the bulges,
tides.
each point on the earth should ideally experience two
high tides and two low tides each day. Each point
TIDES LAB EXERCISE
would be rotated to the sites of the bulges and to the
location of the low tides. In reality, things don't hapAs was mentioned in the program, tides are a repen as smoothly as this. Because of the shape and
38
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depth of the various land areas on earth, some places
may only experience one high tide each day.
Using the planetarium sky, let's see if we can determine the approximate time of the next high tide for
our location. (Project the sun and moon. Starting at
noon, use daily motion to advance the sky until the
moon is on the meridian. Count the hours that pass by
means of the projected coordinates. When the moon is
on the meridian, project the geo-earth and determine
which areas on earth should expect a high tide at
that time. Use a current tidal chart for the local area,
or one of the areas seen on the geo-earth projection, and
compare the time predicted by the planetarium and
the chart. Do they match? Ask the students to offer
reasons why they don't.) Accept student responses
elaborating and correcting when necessary. Mention
that there will be a time lag between the exact time of
the moon on the meridian and the actual high tide because of friction.
Since the earth takes approximately 24 hours to rotate once, you might expect that the time between two
consecutive high tides would be 24 hours. However,
the moon is also moving in its orbit and will not remain
in the same place for 24 hours. (Use planetarium sky
and moon to show lunar motion for one day.) Because of
the moon's motion, the earth will have to turn for another 50 minutes to complete the cycle. Therefore the
ideal time from one high tide to the next is one-half of
the 24 hour 50 minute period, or 12 hours and 25 minutes.
Now that you understand the fundamental nature of
tides, let's examine the concepts called "Neap" and
"Spring" tides. Does anyone know what these terms
mean? (Accept student responses. End with working
definitions that include the idea that 'neap' refers to a
lower 'high' tide and 'spring' refers to the water
"springing away" from the earth in a higher 'high'
tide.)
These varying heights occur because of the moon's
changing position around the earth, and the effect of
both the moon's and the sun's gravitational pull on the
earth. To understand this process, you must recall the
lunar cycle, that is, the orbit of the moon around the
earth and the changing phases of the moon. (Use the
planetarium sky with the sun and the moon and go
through one full month showing the changing position
and apparent shape of the moon. Begin with the sun at
the west, and the moon at New Moon. Advance the
moon for two weeks. This will allow the participants
to watch the moon's appearance change and its movement to the east until Full Moon. Use daily motion to
change the sun's position to the east and then complete
the final half of the cycle. Ask questions of the stuThe Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.2, April 1987

dents to clarify the process and point out the
alignment of the earth, moon, and sun
month.)

Ch(lm~m~

During New Moon and Full Moon, the sun, earth
moon are all in a line and the gravitational pull
sun and the moon react together to cause a ..... __ .... _.'high' tide called a "Spring Tide." During First
ter and Last Quarter, the alignment is such that the
earth, moon, and the sun are at 90 0 angles,
the
gravitational attraction of the moon and the sun are
thus pulling in different directions and produce a
"high" tide called a "Neap Tide."
Using the current dates for Full Moon, New
First Quarter, and Last Quarter and ''Part Two" of
'TIDES' worksheet, draw the alignment of the moon,
sun, and earth for each date and draw the type
that this configuration would produce. Label the
of tide for each date. When you have completed
section, go on to "Part Three" of the worksheet, and using the tide tables provided, attempt to determine
when Full Moon/N ew Moon or First
Quarter would have occurred for April and
height of the tide is listed in feet in the middle columln
for each date. Hint: determine when the
tides and "Neap" tides, ,Q~curxed and" recall
phases are associated with each. (Give the students
the appropriate dates for the phases. This task
be assigned for homework if there isn't sufficient time
remaining for the rest of the lesson.)
The final segment of our study of tides concerns the
orbits of the moon and the earth. Since the path of the
earth around the sun and the path of the moon around
the earth are both elliptical, there are times when
the moon is closer to the earth and times when the
earth is closer to the sun. When an object is closer to the
earth, this is referred to as "perigee" and when it is
farther away it is called "apogee."
This varying distance results in a change in the
strength of the gravitational pull of the sun and moon.
As an example of this effect, when the moon is closest
to the earth-perigee-the gravitational attraction is
greatest, and when the moon is furthest awayapogee-the attraction is least. Thus, if the moon is at
perigee at the time of New Moon or Full Moon, the
tides would be higher than usual.
Using the information provided in "Part Four"
your worksheet, and working in small groups, try to
termine which of the three dates listed would
the highest, second highest, and third highest tide. In
answering the questions on the worksheet
thing you should do is examine the phase of the moon
on the given date, and then determine the relative dis-
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During each period of rotation, we watch the sun ristance from the earth to the moon and to the sun for that
ing near east and setting near west, and at
we
date. Determine what effect this would have on the
watch the stars slowly march across the same
tides. (Assign students to groups of 4 or 5. Circulate
This apparent east-to-west movement of the
acamong the groups helping the students to stay on task
tually a reflection of the earth's west-to-east rotation
and answering questions as needed. Have each group
on its axis, a motion which never stops but which we
report their findings. If there are any disagreements,
divide into separate 360 0 intervals called
representatives from the groups in conflict should atlillies, for instance get their name from the
that
tempt to justify their decision. After time has been althey spread their petals as the day brightens, and
lotted for discussion, summarize the results as follows;)
close them as evening approaches.
In examining the three dates in question, we find that
on January 7, 1979, the Moon was New, and relatively
Many insects have circadian rhythms-honeybees
close to the earth-the third closest of the year ocfor example. The workers leave at a specific time each
curred January 8-and the sun was close to the earthnecmorning. They fly to specific flowers, which
perigee was January 2. All these conditions add up to
tar at specific times of
an extremely high tide. On
And they return to the hive
July 18, 1970 the moon was
by
nightfall. Some organisms
Full, the sun was far from the
earth-apogee was July 4, 'Ln th,s [esson" t.he~ IV'[[ are active by day and arise
1970-and the moon was at eXAm'ne t.he
most. com .... when the first hint of dawn
lights the sky. Others are
average distance. The combination makes for a high tide mon
oj t.he &'O[09'CA[ active by night. But most
plants and animals res,pona
but not as great as on January
l'k~t.hms Anal A[SO exp[Ol"e in some ways to the
7. On August 10, 1970, the
moon was at First Quarter, 'n 9l"eAt.el" lietA"
some oJ night cycle. Circadian
rhythms are so common that
the distances from the earth
to the sun and the moon were the u)A~S t.hAt ['Je JOl"ms scientists have devoted more
attention to them than to
average. This situation l'esponr1 to &'DC[DCls
others.
would produce a "Neap
Tide," certainly not as high
In human beings, too, the most obvious circadian
as on January 7, or July 18.
rhythm is the cycle of sleeping and waking. But withThis concludes the first part of our examination of Biin us are many other vital rhythms as well. Our
oclocks. Today you have examined one type of natural
cycle begins during our night's rest. Even while we
sleep, our internal chemistry is preparing us to get
rhythm and hopefully have a better understanding of
how it functions. In part two of this lesson we will exThen during our waking, daylight hours, there is a
amine another type of rhythm and how life forms regradual rise in blood pressure and temperature. For
most people, this rise is accompanied by an increase in
spond to it.
physical and mental alertness as the day wears on.
PART TWO: Welcome students and explain part two
The rise is not steady and there's a low pOint just after
of the lesson. In this lesson, they will examine the
mid-day, but the high point comes in early evening.
most common of the biological rhythms and also exAfter that, our energies start to wane. People who must
plore in greater detail some of the ways that life forms
stay up late often feel most tired after midnight. This
respond to bioclocks. Before beginning the lesson, deterisn't just the fatigue of a long day. It is the low point of
mine if there are any questions about the ideas presentmost internal circadian rhythms.
ed in Part One. If so, attempt to briefly answer them
before proceeding. (If some of the tasks from the
What exactly causes and controls life rhythms? This
"TIDES" worksheet were given as homework, quickly
question has been raised for more than two hundred
review the correct answers.)
years. During the eighteenth century, a French scientist noted that the leaves of certain plants were erect
AUDIO VISUAL PRESENTATION (PART TWO)
during the day, and then drooped at night, almost as if
they were 'asleep'. Why, he wondered. He conducted a
Perhaps the most common life rhythm is the one that
simple but important experiment. He put plants into a
keeps time with the twenty-four hour day-night cycle
completely dark box for several days. Even in steady
of the rotating earth. This rhythm is called
darkness, the leaves rose and fell at about the same
"circadian," and it comes from two Latinwords meantime every day. This suggested that the plants
a
ing "about a day."
built-in awareness of time, an internal dock, or biodock.
1
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Since then observations of many forms of life have
given similar results. Take for example, the cockroach.
Cockroaches are ordinarily active by night and inactive by day. But in either constant light or constant
darkness, they continue about the same schedule of activity and rest. Like plants, they apparently have an
internal bioclock that runs independently of day or
night.
From evidence like this, many scientists have concluded that the bioclock is part of every organism's
basic, hereditary makeup. They do not believe that it
merely responds to forces in the environment but that it
operates automatically and independently.
The bioclock differs from most other body processes.
For instance, it is relatively insensitive to temperature. Chin an insect like a cockroach, and it slows way
down. But even at a much lower level, its activity still
has a circadian rhythm. Apparently, its bioclock
measures periods of about twenty-four hours, regardless of its body temperature. Experiments with animals
like hamsters demonstrate another important feature
of bioc1ocks. Hamsters, like cockroaches, are nocturnal.
They tend to snooze during the daylight hours and
then they become active at night, taking to their exercise wheels with great enthusiasm. Attaching a
recording device to the wheels becomes an easy way to
measure periods of activity.
This graph shows what happens when a hamster is
kept in an environment where there is a regular,
twelve hour period of darkness in every twenty-four
hour day. The red bars indicate the periods when the
animal is most active. They vary slightly from day to
day, but they fall roughly within the dark period, and
the overall rhythm is exactly twenty-four hours. If
the lights are kept on constantly, the rhythm persists.
The hamster continues to exercise at about the same
time each day. Such a rhythm is called 'free-running,'
because it runs free of the signals of light and dark.
As the lower part of this graph shows, the periods of
rest and activity gradually change. For instance, as
shown here, they may become a little longer. The
hamster's Uday" so to speak, is not exactly twenty-four
hours, but twenty-four and a half hours, say, or twenty-five. The whole day cycle shifts and eventually becomes very different. Now if the original twelve hour
alteration of light and dark is restored, the hamster
readjusts. Within a few days it returns to its original
schedule, quiet in the light, active in the dark. And
once again its circadian rhythm is exactly twenty-four
hours.
From such experiments, many scientists reach the following conclusions:
in nature have a rh"'Tthltn
The
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of exactly twenty-four hours, but this exactness
pends upon the regular alternation of
and
light and dark. Without such signals,
rh'lTf-h1rn
free-running. It is still close to twenty-four
not exactly twenty-four hours. These scientists maintain that the free-running rhythm is completely determined by the organism's heredity. It
the
This
rate at which the internal bioc1ock is
kind of bioclock is called "endogenous"
"generated from within." To understand the COltlC€~Pt.
may help us to use a comparison
by tnOI!os:~st
Charles Ehret. He compares the en4C1ol~erlOtLS DlOClO(~k
with a watch that runs steadily but
slow. So it either gains or loses a
minutes a
know
This is its free-running rhythm. But if
watch is wrong, you can reset it so it
off from the exact twenty-four
In
the free-running bioc1ock is reset autoDllatlcaH
day by the
of rI!:!l'l!.rI1O'lhi'
bioc1ock doesn't
the
it accurate.
running, but
The alternation of rI!:!l'lYh(~h.
powerful effect on the
you ever wondered why cru:ysanthelmUlms
fall? It is because they are
they bloom only when the hours
short. This graph represents this ,..,.rr'\d"'o,l:!c:!
themum grows in height during
the late summer, the hours of
sively shorter and signal the
burst into blossom around Uctot>er
hand, is a
spring, when

parison,
periods

m€~aS1Unne
tw,~ntv-h)UT

This process of
and lertgllh.el1ing
part of our
cycle of seasons. Now using
examine the cause
etarium, we
fects of the seasons.
SEASONS LAB EXEROSE

We've all watched the changing seasons and noticed
summer and
the longer daylight hours during
shorter daylight hours in the Y...~'nf-.c~'II"
many people have never taken notice
important changes that occur in
out the year. During this "' ..............
chance to see what these changes are.
able to make some predictions about
the amount of
l .....

throughout the year.
As you watch the sky during the day, you see the sun
rise in the east, appear to travel across the sky until it
is over south at noon, and then set in the west. This is
called the uapparent path" of the sun, since it is not
the sun moving at all, but rather the earth turning
which makes the sun appear to move in this way.
As you look around the planetarium, you will notice
that the horizon has been marked off in degrees. This
is referred to as the azimuth angle. It starts with north
at 0°, then east at 90°, south at 180°, west at 270°, and
then back to north. Also, starting at south there is a
line in the sky which goes from south to north through
the highest point in the sky (the zenith). This line is
called the meridian. It too is marked off in degrees
with 0° at the horizon and 90° at the zenith.
these coordinates, we can accurately mark the
... ""'..... "''''''"'.... ~ path of the sun as it moves across the sky notfor each seanoon, and sunset
son. But rather that
this happen, you
will
to predict the
path that the sun
will take
the seasons. You will observe the apparent path for two seasons, and then in small groups you
will attempt to predict the path that would be taken
for the remaining two seasons. We will then observe
them to see how you did in your predictions.
On a worksheet labeled "SEASONS," you will note
that the
half contains a chart that will allow you
to mark the azimuth posi!ions of sunrise and sunset and
the altitude of the sun at noon. We will observe the
apparent
of the sun in fall and winter. This inforbe marked on the
after which
mation
to predict the posiwill be assigned to a small
bottom half of the
tions for spring and summer.
page contains a diagram that will allow you to draw
out the apparent path of the sun for the seasons and
hopefully to determine if there are any patterns to the
paths.
(Demonstrate the sunrise, noon altitude, and sunset
positions for the first day of fall and winter. Pause at
each point so that students can mark down the
tions. After the information has been gathered, assign
students to groups of 4 or 5 and ask them to make predictions for the first day of spring and summer. Collect
and inform the
the predicted positions from each
are major disaentire class of the predictions. If
greements, allow representatives from the groups in
conflict to defend their
After the cases have
of the
been presented, demonstrate the apparent
sun for spring and summer and have the StulUentS
the positions on their worksheets. Once the
have been determined for the first
of

the students should use the lower half of the worksheet to draw the apparent path of the sun for the seasons.)
You now have on your worksheets a record of the
parent path of the sun for each season at our
It varies as much as 47° from winter to summer,
some people have never noticed the change! Does
one know 'why' it changes? (Accept student res,pons(~s
and use them to reach the following conclusion: the
the
changing apparent path of the sun is caused
1/2° 'tilt' of the earth as the earth orbits around the
sun.)
This changing apparent path of the sun is
for the changing amount of daylight seen ~'"'~.~ .. ~'"'~.
the year. We can see this by
the planetarium
set for the first day of winter
then the first
summer. The planetarium will allow us to see the efThe
will
fect, but time will be
win vary wi th the
take
minu tes
Determine the actual time it takes
your planetarium "'.-.,.. .; ...,........"'... ~ to make one co:mt:>le:te
tation
to the
We need a few voluIlteers
with watches to time the sun from sunrise to sunset for
summer and then winter.
at least one watch
available that can keep time in seconds. A
is preferable.)
(Set the machine for the winter solstice and
the sun on the eastern horizon. Have the students start
timing the moment daily motion is activated and
timing the moment the sun reaches the western horizon. Reset the machine for the summer solstice and repeat the
the
Ask the students what
As you've seen, there is a
real difference in the
amount of
received on a winter
versus a
summer day.
changing amount of
affects
bethe plants and animals around us as wen as
ings. Unless there are any questions or problems with
this point, let us now conclude our examination of biodocks by
the final portion of the program.
AUDIO VISUAL PRESENTATION

Some scientists disagree with the hypothesis that
rhythms are controlled by an endogenous clock.
believe instead that the clock is
ated from outside. An exogeneous
would
more
it
like a sundial that a watch. Once a watch is
and
A sundial does
information
sun.
II

4-....."' ..... "...

j./V"J. LAVA • .:;>
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But biodocks must be different from a sundial in one
1987

crucial respect. They don't need the sun. As we have
seen, many bioclocks will continue to work in constant
light or darkness. So if bioclocks are exogeneous, what
are the outside forces that control them? Well, we
don't know. Possibly, they are very subtle cycles in the
environment, such as changes in the earth's magnetic
field, its gravity or its background radiation. It might
be argued that such forces are too slight to be sensed,
but consider this experiment described by scientist John
D. Palmer:
"Fiddler crabs alternate activity and repose with
each low and high tide. The rhythmic behavior persists even when one removes the animals from the
shore to the laboratory. If you put a crab in a plastic
box that teeters on a fulcrum and has a recording
switch under one end, you can measure the rhythm
quite accurately. Now when it is high tide on the
shore, the crab tends to cower motionlessly at one end.
When the tides ebb in nature, it scrambles back and
forth.
Because of the contours of shore and ocean floor, tidal
times of nearby beaches can be quite different. For example, the tides on the island of Martha's Vineyard
come four hours later than they do at Wood's Hole on
Cape Cod. We collected crabs from both Martha's
Vineyard and Wood's Hole and measured their activity at the Wood's Hole Laboratory. At first, the
rhythms of the two groups were four hours apart, reflecting the tidal patters of their old habitats. But
then the group from Martha's Vineyard gradually
shifted its rhythm. In a week's time, both groups were
responding to the tidal pattern at Wood's Hole.
None of the crabs ever ,saw a tide or the moon from
the time they were captured. But they acted as if they
were responding to the very slight changes in gravitational pull exerted by the moon. This influence may
have been enough to make Martha's Vineyard crabs
adjust to Wood's Hole time."
But if bioclocks are indeed exogeneous, how can one
explain the phenomenon of free running? As we described earlier, when an animal is kept in constant
light, its circadian rhythm is controlled by some outside force, then presumably it shouldn't change.
Scientists who believe that bioclocks are exogeneous
offer this explanation: free-running isn't really 'free.'
the natural rhythm is exactly. twenty-four hours, and
is set by outside forces. Constant light is an unnatural
situation, which resets the natural rhythm and makes
it shift a little further off each day. The rhythm will
be reset again and will shift back to its exact twentyfour hour schedule if the natural cycle of light and
dark is restored.
The
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Searching out the basic mechanism of bioclocks is
very difficult. It is nearly impossible to isolate an the
variables involved. For instance, some of the ou1tslcLe
cycles that control bioclock rhythms might result from
the earth's rotation in relation to the sun. The
way to test this hypothesis is to examine circadian
rhythms where the earth doesn't rotate. But where on
earth might that be?
To solve this problem, Dr. Karl Hamner went literally to the end of the earth-the south pole. He conceived this experiment: At the south pole he would set
up a turntable revolving at the same daily rate as the
earth but in the opposite direction. The rotation of the
earth and the rotation of the turntable would cancel
each other out. Anything on the turntable would remain in the same position in relationship with the sun,
Hamner flew from California to Antarctica,
with him several plants and animals whose
rhythms had been established in his
hn,·""f,,,,,.,,y
These included some mentioned before-bean
hamsters, and cockroaches. He set
bles as close to the south pole as PO:ssH:He.
his test organisms on them. The organisms were
constant light and temperature and their ............ u.\........... .
rhythms measured.
What was the result? It
as if
left home. The rhythms established in Lalitclrnlia
sisted in Antarctica. Apparently, the
in relation to the sun was not affecting the bioclocks
these organisms. But this is
one of
mental influences that might be suspected su~;pe~cte'd
controlling an exogeneous clock.
There is still much controversy about the mechanism
of clocks and still much to be learned about how
affect life. Many complex factors, both internal and external, are involved. The annual
of
for
example, seems to involve both
and external signals from the environment, cOlnbined
ways that are still not well understood.
Birds seem to know instinctively when to migrate. In
fact, several internal physical changes take place beforehand, changes that prepare the birds for their arduous journey. Apparently, the birds have bioclocks
the
these
rather like those of flowering plants.
of
clocks measure the steadily shorter
against the fun days of twenty-four
period of light becomes short "' ...." . . . j""...,
flight. But they also know where to
taught this. Even birds raised apart from
or migrating separately find their
The ability to find their way ~n1n!J!1·onthT
interplay between awareness
43

awareness of space. Many species seem to take their
direction from the position of the sun. But since the relationship for the sun with the earth constantly
changes over time, the birds must rely on some kind of
bioclock to tell them what time it is. At the same time,
experiments indicate that birds are directly sensitive
to the earth's magnetism, almost as if they possessed
an internal compass. How all these factors interact is
still very much a mystery.
Despite many years of research, bioclocks remain
among the great mysteries of science. Is their central
mechanism controlled entirely from within, or is it responding to subtle forces in the environment? No on can
say for sure. What we already know suggests a number
of practical applications right now-from the proper
timing of crops to produce maximum yields to timing of
insecticides to control of specific pests. Such knowledge
may also have significant applications in medicine.
It's plain that some medications are more effective at
specific times of day. Other treatment, too, may prove
to be better when fitted to the natural daily rhythms
of the patient. But such information, like all scientific
research, is also valuable in itself. It helps us understand better the world we live in and the world within
ourselves.
CONCLUSION
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Present a brief summary of the major points of the
program and answer any questions that may be raised
about the topic. Encourage students to think of other
ways in which organisms respond to bioclocks, what
factors might be involved in producing them, and how
this information could be utilized to improve our lives.
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A CREDIT WORKSHOP ON TEACHING ASTRONOMY,
JULY & 12 IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
A national workshop on teaching astronomy in grades 3-12 will be held on July 11 and 12, 1987, at
Pomona College in Claremont, California (near Los Angeles), during Universe '87, a meeting of five
national astronomy groups. The workshop will feature hands-on astronomy activities, resources for
teachers, hints for purchasing telescopes, software and other teaching aids, nontechnical lectures on
astronomy, exhibits of educational materials and much more. Credit is bei:;-tg arranged through the
Claremont Graduate Schools, and low-cost dormitory accommodations and airline discounts will be
available for participants.
To obtain a complete registration packet, write to:

Summer Workshop
A.S.P.
1290 24th Avenue
San Francisco, California 94122
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tudent
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TIDES
Part One
Dra.w the ideal. shape of 'the wat"er around the earth, for the sftuation shown: .... ""'. . . . . . . . .

Part Two
Using the information provided in the planetarium, draw the position of the moon
around the earth for the dates given. Then, draw and label the type of tide that
would be produced by that alignment of earth, moon, and sun ..
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Part Three
Using the TIDE TABLES provided, attempt to determine when the four main phases of
the moon, (New Moon. First Quarter, Full Moon, and Last Quarter) would occur for
the months of April and May.

Full

or New

Moon

First or Last Quarter

Part Four
Using the information provided in the charts below, determine on which of the
dates listed, you would expect the "Highest Tide," the "Second Highest Tide, IV
and the "Third Highest Tide."

PHASES OF THE MOON -

1970

New
1/7
2/6
3/7
4/6
5/5

First Quarter

Full

last Quarter

1/14
2/13
3/14

1/30
3/1
3/30

4/13

1/22
2/21
3/23
4/21

5/13

5/21

6/4
7/3
8/2
8/31
9/30
10/30
11/28
12/28

6/12
7/11

6/19
7/18

5/27
6/26
7/25
8/23
9/22
10/22
11/20
12/20

8/10

8/17

9/8

9/15
10/14
11113
12/12

10/8
'11/6

12/5

D ate s

4/28

MOON AND SUN DATA
Moon closest to Earth· - - - - - - 8117
Moon second closest to Earth - 2/6
Moon third closest to Earth ~ - 1/8
Sun closest to Earth - - - - - - - - 1/2
Sun farthest from Earth - - - - - 7/4

Order Of Tide Heights

8-10-70
1-7-70
7-18-70
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TIDE TABLES
PHilADELPHIA, PA •• 1982
Times and Heights of High and Low Waters
APR 1L
Time

Height

Day

MAY
TIme

h m

ft

m

0256
0824
1543
2104

0.1
0.1
5.4

0.0
1. 9
0.0
1.6

0357
0927
1643
2204

0.2
6.2
0.1

0.1
1.9
0.0

5.7

1. 7

4 0458

0.1
2.0
0.0
1.9

19 0433
M 1020

2302

0.2
6.4
0.1
6.1

0.1
2.0

20 0535
Tu l10a

0.1

l!:ln
23313

Su 1028
1739

S.l
6. I

0556

0.2

H 1123

6.6

1832
2353

0.2
6.4

06~1

0.2
6.7

Ttl 1214
1922
0042
" W42

1301
2008

8 0128

0.2

0.0
1.9
0.0
1.6

h r.t

0.0
6.2
0.0

!)

T1me

ft

0.4
6.3
0.1
5.8

:l.0
1.8

5.7

1.7

0.3
5.0

O. I

17 02:?;

I.j

III

J.';
S.7

0.1

0.4
5.2

0.1

2 0339
Su 0910
1613

0.4
6.3
0.2

0.1
1.9
0.1

1.6

214~

6.1

1.9

18 03]7

~.S

a

Su 0925

5.8

3 0438
M 1007

0.4

0.1

6.4

1712
2243

0.2
6.4

4 0535
Tu 1102
1804
2334

1522
2202

1716

2252

21 0630
\oj

1155
1'35£

6.7
0.2
6.8
0.3

2.0
0.1
2.1
0.1

22 0022

6.8
0.2
6.7
0.4

2.1
0.1
2.0
0.1

23

2.1

Th

r~2J

12.10

1945

1.;

~

l.S

0.5
5.4

0.2
1.6

U.5
6.0
O.S
5.8

0.2
1.8

0.2
1.8

n.l

0.4
6.2
0.4
6.2

l.Q
0.1

0.3
6.4

0.1
2.0
0.1

0.4

5.6
0.2
5.5
0.3

OlJ~

~.9

F 0815

0.1

1325
2032

2.0

2.0
O. :

$y 0731

7.0

0.3
6.4
0.3

0.1
2.0
0.1

6 0119
51.1 0825
1343
2028

7.0
0.2
6.0
0.6

2.1
0.1

21 0057

2.0
0.1

7 0200
M 0909
1426
2109

0.2
5.8
0.6

8 0238
Tu 0951
1S08
2149

6.8
0.2
5.6
0.6

9 031S
1031
1S49
2229

6.6
0.2
5.4
0.6

6.4
0.3

0.4

7.0
6.6
0.5

2.1
0.1
2.0
0.2

21 0658
F 1210

0104
0806
1323
2020

7.1
0.4
6.5
0.6

2.2
0.1
2.0
0.2

22 0033
Sa 0753
1259
2003

7.1

2.2
0.1

23 0120 7.5
Su 0845 -0.1

7.6

2.3

0.7

0.2

6.8
0.3
5.8
0.7

2.1
0.1
1.8
0.2

25 0256 7.5 2.3
Tu 1029 -0.3 -0.1
1530 6.1 1.9
2235 0.1 0.0

10 0352
Th 1113
1629
2311

11 0343
Tu 1056
1615
2255

6.6
0.3
S.6
0.6

2.0
0.1

11 0429

6.3

1.9'

26 0003

F 1154

0.3

0.1

$a 0521

0.2

26 0347 7.3 2.2
W 1120 -0.3 -0.1
1626 6.0 1.S
0.0

1112
2354

0.6

0.2

1241
180S

12 0422
W 1138
1700
2336

6.4
0.3
5.3
0.6

2.0
0.1
1.6
0.2

270443 7.0 2.1
Th 1213 -0.2 -0.1
17245 •.8 l.8

12 0509
Sa 1239
1759

6.1
0.3
5.2

1.9
0.1
1.6

13 0503
Th 1221
1748

6.2
0.3
5.2

1.9
0.1

28 0023
r 0541
1306
1826

0.2
6.8

14 0018
F 0549
1307
1839

0.5
6.0
0.4

0.2
1.8
0.1

0.4
6.S
0.0
5.9

0.1

5.11.6

29 0119
Sa 0643
1400
1929

0.6
5.9

30 0217
Su 0746

O.S

0.2
1.9
0.0
1.9

0.4

0.1

W 0544

6.0

1.8

0.2
1823' 5.2

0.1
1.6

1!H6

1.7
0.1
2.0
0.0
1.7

23 0238
1008

0936 -0.2 -0.1
1437 6.3 1.9
2144 0.1 0.0

14 0007

5.6

2.1

24 0206

1.6

0.3
h.4
0.0
!l.6

1418
2124

1.9

5.4

1242

Ttl 0911

2.1
0.1

1.9

30 0139
F 0702
1424
1947

22 11146
1.8
0.2

6.1

0.1

0.1
1.8
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BIOCLOCKS: UNDERSTANDING THE RHYTHMS

tudent Worksheet
N a me: ________________ Date: ______________

SEASONS
On the chart below, write your predictions for the position of the sun for each
Season and Time of Day listed. (Use the Azimuth Angle for Sunrise and Sunset,
and the Altiude Angle ror the Noon Position.)

Fall

W~nter

Spr~ng

'Suxrmer

SUNRISE
NOON
SUNSET

Using the infonnation gathered in the planetarium, draw the apparent path of the
sun across the sky for each of the four Seasons, (Fall, Winter, Spring, & Stx. :r.er).

315
-------------- EAST ------------------- SOUTH ----------------- WEST ---------------48
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What's
New
Arthur Barton
Tombaugh Space Theater
P. O. BOX 533
Alamogordo, New Mexico 88310
There are times in my life when I do some incredibly
stupid things. Witness, mid-February with phone in
hand when I called Executive Editor John Mosley to
ask where my new issue of The Planetarian was. Little
did I know that I was a trout that had just flopped into
John's frying pan.
John was in need of someone to take over the "What's
New" Department. It was a classic case of my making
the right call at the wrong time. Knowing how susceptible I was to ego stroking John had me hooked in about
forty-five seconds. And that is how your new 'What's
New" editor got his column.
For this issue we've got a few new things from
Kodak. First, is the new Kodak Ee Stack Loader. Super handy for those last minute programs someone asks
you to put on and you don't have an empty slide tray
nearby. The loader accommodates up to forty slides
and will work in all Ektagraphics except the 950 & 960
models. It's good for cardboard and thin plastic mounts
only, and will not work well with the thicker Wess
Mounts.
Also available is a Slide Clip which allows you to
store up to 36 slides. The dips can be loaded directly
from the stack loader. If you are the type who makes
frequent trips behind your dome to load trays this
could be a fairly helpful item since they stay in the
clip if you trip in the dark.
If your planetarium is one of those who sends your
Ektagraphics out for repair, you may be spending some
unnecessary money. I remember all too well the sixtydollar-and-up repair bills and the two week wait we
used to have back in Worcester, Massachusetts. We
were lucky that our AV shop would always let us have
a loaner projector.

The good folks at Kodak present a series of projector
workshops at various times and places around
country. The cost is a hundred and fifty dollars.

The

Pln"MP1~nrlrnn
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this intensive workshop you get to
(disassemble) and rebuild the Kodak projector of
choice (you supply the projector and tools). The
your own
shop is designed to teach you how to
jector repairs, and the best part of it is that you leave
the Ekta Ill's.
the workshop with a repair manual
The manual is a good one and shows how all
the
parts come apart and most importantly, go back together.
a ready
All that you need after the course is
ply of spare parts and then you can perform all of
projector repairs in house at a significant cost & time
savings. Information on when and where the
workshops are held is probably available from
local AV dealer. If he doesn't know, have him contact
the Regional Representative for Kodak. A
like this might be something good to do at a pl,metar1urn conference.
Last but not least is a word for owners of Clear
channel
Star 3 Dissolvers. If you have had a
blue flame because your technician miswired a
unit.
tor, he was adapting to run off of the
most common thing that gets toasted is the triac. Out
theater had this happen, and in our constant battle to
get something for nothing we found that Texas Instruments had a supply of them at bargain basement
prices. We bought a hundred of them. They have discontinued the model but sources tell me that there
still some available from various suppliers around the
country.
That wraps it up for this
Remember that
won't know "What's New" unless you tell me about it.
planetarium is out in the middle of the
with a large number of rattlesnakes and ~ro'''''''?''l'''n ...'C!
keep me company. If you have heard
that you think would be of interest to readers,
send it along to me.
o

It would reach all of the iMportant planetariuMS on
planet earth. no other publication reaches this
specific Market.

ror adijertising inforMation please
Suzanne 6urhn
Griffith
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The Universe At
Your Fingertips
Resources for Discussing
the Search for
Extraterrestrial
Intelligence
Andrew Fraknoi
Executive Officer
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1290 24th Avenue
San Francisco, California 94122
As Glenn Taylor mentioned in the last issue of The
Planetarian, programs and classes on the Search for
Extra-terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) continue to be
among the most popular in planetaria and colleges.
The idea of searching for other life forms among the
stars has a deep hold on the imagination of the public.
Unfortunately, most of their ideas on this subject are
formed by awful science fiction films (most notably, in
recent times, the somewhat juvenile fantasy universe
of Stephen Spielberg), Yet for those willing to look,
there are many good resources available on science and
realistic science fiction in this area. The list below is a
first approximation at a selective SET I bibliography
for planetarians and the public.

debunking of UFOs as alien visitors by a distinguished
aerospace journalist.
McDonough, T. The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. 1987, John Wiley. A new and comprehensive introduction to the field, written by a strong proponent.
Regis, E., ed. Extraterrestrials: Science and Alien Intelligence. 1985, Cambridge U. Press. - A thoughtprovoking collection of scientific and philosophical essays.
Rood, R. & Trefil, J. Are We Alone? 1981, Scribners. An enjoyable popular level book, with a variety of
perspectives on SET!.
Sagan, C. Cosmos. 1980, Random House. - An eloquent
introduction to astronomical thought; the
"Encyclopedia Galactica" chapter is a fine way to become familiar with SETI ideas.
Sagan, C., et al. Murmurs of Earth. 1978, Ballantine.
The story of the Voyager audio and video record and
an introduction to considerations of extraterrestrial
communication.
Shklovskii, I & Sagan, C. Intelligent Life in the Universe. 1966, Dell or Holden-Day. - A classic book on
SETI, influential, but not significantly dated.

2. Some Useful Conference Proceedings
Billingham, J., ed. Life in the Universe. 1982, MIT
Press. Proceedings of a 1979 conference held at NASA
Ames.

1. General Introductory Books
Feinberg, G. & Shapiro, R. Life Beyond the Earth.
1980, Morros. - A physicist and biologist speculate
about what life out there might really be like.
Goldsmith, D., ed. The Quest for Extraterrestrial Life,
1980. University Science Books. - An excellent collection of writings about SETI from 70 BC through the
1970's.
Goldsmith, D. & Owen, T. The Search for Life in the
Universe. 1980, Benjamin/Cummings. - The only modern textbook in this field.

To Utopia and Back: The Search for
Life in the Solar System. 1986, W. H. Freeman. - A

Black, D., ed. Project Orion: A Design Study of a System for Detecting Extrasolar Planets. 1980, NASA
Special Publication #436.
Finney, B. & Jones, E., eds. Interstellar Migration and
the Human Experience. 1985. U. of California Press. Fascinating proceedings of a 1983 conference examining
past migrations and their implications for SETI &
Space travel.
Hart, M & Zuckerman, B., eds. Extraterrestrials Where Are They? 1982, Pergamon Press. - Proceedings
of a conference on "the implications of our failure to observe extraterrestrials."

Horowitz, N.

leader of the Viking project gives a definitive summary of the mission's search for life on Mars.
Klass, P. UFO's Explained. 1974, Vintage. UFO's:
The Public Deceived.1983, Prometheus.
Superb
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Kellermann, K & Seielstadt, G., eds. The Search for
1986, Nat'l Radio Astronomy Observatory - Proceedings of a 1985 conference held at NRAO honoring the 25th Anniversary of
Frank Drake's first search for artificial radio signals.

Extraterrestrial Intelligence.
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Maruyama, M. & Harkins, A., eds. Cultures Beyond
the Earth. 1975, Vintage. - An anthropological perspective on making contact.

Earth;; in Mercury, Mar/Apr. 1979, P. 23 - on the
Earth's radio signature and whether it is detectable
from other star systems.

Papagiannis, M., ed. Strategies for the Search for Life
in the Universe. 1983, Reidel. - A conference spon-

4. Audio-Visual Materials

sored by the International Astronomical Union, which
recently established a commission on SETI.

Cosmos (three episodes in the well-known television
program deal with SETI; Encyclopedia Galactica, One
Voice in the Cosmic Fugue, and the Persistence of Memory; order from Films, Inc. 1213 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, Illinois 60091.)

Papagiannis, M., ed. The Search for Extraterrestrial
Life: Recent Developments. 1985, Reidel. - Proceedings of a 1984 symposium sponsored by the IAU.

N.A.S.A. Films:
Ponnamperuma, C. & Cameron. A" eds. Interstellar
Communication: Scientific Perspectives. 1974, Houghton Mifflin.

Who's Out There? (1975, HQ 226) narrated by Orson Welles.

Ponnamperuma, C., ed. Cosmochemistry and the Ori-

Ufe Beyond the Earth and the Mind of Man (1975,

gin of Life. 1983, Reidel.

245) - parts of a symposium with astronomers, a biologist, a religious leader, et al.

3. A Selection of Interesting Magazine
Articles
Black, D. "The Detection of Other Planetary Systems"
in Mercury, Sep/Oct 1980, p. 105.
Brin, D. liThe Great Silence: The Controversy Concerning Extraterrestrial Intelligent Life" in Quarterly Jvurnal of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. 24, p. 283
(1980).
Crick F. "The Seeds of Life: Directed Panspermia" in
Discover, Oct 1981, p. 62.

Discover magaZine had a special section on SETI in its
March 1983 issue.
Overbye, D. "Is Anyone Out There?" in Discover,
March 1982, P. 20.
Papagiannis, M. "Bioastronomy: The Search for Extraterrestrial Life" in Sky & Telescope, June 1984, p. 508.

The Planetary Report, the magazine of the Planetary
Society, features excellent on-going coverage of SET!
news.
Sagan, C. and Drake, F. "The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence" in Scientific American, May 1975.
Tarter, J. "Searching for Them: Interstellar Communication" in Astronomy, Oct. 1982, p. 10.
Tipler, F. "The Most Advanced Civilization in our
Galaxy is Ours" in Mercury, Jan/Feb 1982.

a history of SETI

NOVA (several episodes of the PBS science series
have dealt with SETI, including a 1986 program written by Donald Goldsmith and narrated by Lili Tomlin;
order from Time-Life Video, P.O. Box 644, Paramus,
New Jersey 07653.)
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific is working on a
slide set for teaching SETI; please let us know if you
have suggestions for slides that should be included or
slides you'd like to offer.

5. A Few Interesting Exam pIes of SETI
Science Fiction That Uses Plausible
Science
Asimov, 1. The Gods Themselves. 1972, Fawcett. Features imaginative aliens and "solves" the problems of
quasars and the big bang.
Benford, G. In the Ocean of Night. 1977, Gell. Lyrical
story of the confrontation of organic and machine intelligences in the universe, by a physicist. (Sequel:

Across the Sea of Suns.)
Brin, D. Startide Rising. 1983. Bantam. Interesting
ideas about alien life, genetic uplifting of species & a
galactic library.
Clarke, A. 2010. 1982, Ballantine. Life on Europa and
beyond.
Clement, H. "Uncommon Sense" in Space Lash. 1969,
Dell. Life forms with liquid metal blood which "see"
by smell.

Whetherill, C. & Sullivan, W. "Eavesdropping on the
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Clement, H. Mission of Gravity. 1954, Pyramid. Life
on a massive~ rapidly rotating planet. (Clement is a
high school science teacher.)
, Crichton, M. The Andromeda Strain. 1969, Dell. Doctors and scientists battle extra-terrestrial microorganisms; by a doctor.
Forward, R. Dragon's Egg. 1980, Ballantine. A first
novel by a physicist, featuring life on the surface of a
neutron star.
Gunn, J. The Listeners. ~972, NAL. Fictional depiction
of a realistic SETI program and making contact.
\

Hoyle,F. The Black Cloud. 1957, NAL. Postulates
intelligence arising in giant interstellar dust douds.
LeGuin, U. The Left Hand of Darkness. 1969, Ace.
Thought-provoking novel of aliens who are alternately one sex then the other.
McDevitt, J. The Hercules Text. 1986, Ace. A flawed,
but interesting new novel about extraterrestrial contact
via radio messages.

alien beings.
Varley, J. The Ophiuchi Hotline. 1977, Dell.
fascinating novel with a war between terrestrial and
jovian planet life in universe.

The energy produced by the sun in one second equals
the United States' energy consumption for 13 million
years. A piece of the sun's surface the size of a postage
stamp radiates enough energy to light up all of the
rooms in a typical American home. To produce this energy, the sun changes hydrogen into helium. The conversion of one pound 0/2 kg) of hydrogen into (almost)
one pound of helium releases as much energy as burning 10 tons of coal. A small amount of matter is
changed into energy in the process. The sun will consume (change to energy) an amount of matter equal in
mass to the earth in 40 million years.
The earth receives one two-thousand millionth of
the energy radiated by the sun.

Moffitt, D. The Jupiter Theft. 1977, Ballantine. Exciting novel with unusual alien life that steals hydrogen
from jovian planets.
Niven, L. World of Ptaavs. 1965, Ballantine. Vast
realms of space and time with a rIch variety of alien
life forms.
Niven, L. Protectors. 1973, Ballantine. Interesting
novel about an extraterrestrial (and Freudian) origin
for life on Earth.
Pohl, F. Man Plus. 1976, Bantam. On converting
humans into "aliens."
Preiss, B., ed. The Planets. 1985, Bantam. A collection
of essays and science fiction stories about the solar system; several feature informed speculation about possible life forms.
Sagan, C. Contact. 1985, Simon & Schuster. Best selling novel about a successful SETI search and its effects.
Good twist at end and careful portrayal of science
throughout.
Scheckley, R. "Specialist" in Contact, ed. N. Keyes.
1963, Paperback Library. Life in the universe is all
specialized, except on earth.
Tiptree, J. "Love is the Plan the Plan is Death" in The
Alien Condition, ed. S. Golden. 1973, Ballantine. Truly
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AZ residents add 6.5% sales tax;
Foreign orders add $2.
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PLAN£TA
L I F£L I N
The Origin & £uorution
of the Planetarium
and PI anetar i ans
David H. Menke
Copernican Space Science Center
Central Connecticut State University
1615 Stanley St.
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Clyde Fisher and the
Hayden Planetarium
The Hayden Planetarium has always been one of the
leading planetariums of the world. With daily public
planetarium programs, children's shows, laser concerts, and musical interludes,
it is able to provide a most
entertaining and enjoyable
look at the universe. But
more than that, the Hayden
has numerous exhibits and
provides courses in the physical sciences and internship
programs that educate and
train as well. It also has an
excellent gift shop and one of
the finest astronomy libraries of any museum facility.
The Hayden has been open to
the public for over fifty years
and has seen many changes
since its beginning.

American Museum of Natural
1869.

was

-I-,.,.''''... r~A,rl

Like many museums, the American Museum
ral History is divided into various
eas of research and service, such as
cal science, education, and other depaJrtn1.erlts.
1913 to 1933 the Chairman of the
ment was a bespectacled scholar and teacher
Clyde Fisher.
.L.U. ....... C'lU.V'.H

During his tenure as Education
worked tirelessly for the construction of a
tarium facility and the
of a
Zeiss projector. His efforts
off and the American
Museum of Natural History
the
Planetarium to the public on
'~:d..~hr'_
1935. Dr. Fisher was the first Chairman
Planetari urn.
Born on a small farm near the town of o..:"y/~"''''"'
on May
1878, Fisher grew up as a farm
farm boy, however, was extremely fascinated with
aspects of nature: rocks, plants,
stars, and
ets. He was rather bright, and was most fortunate
finish college and subsequently earn a Ph.D. in
from Johns Hopkins University.

The first planetarium in
the world was at the Deutches Museum in Munich in 1923;
the first U.s. planetarium
was the Adler in Chicago in
1930. Before either of these
institutions came into existence however, New York's
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By training, Fisher was a true scientist·· with
great respect for scientific truth. He would not
tolerate advocating speculation for the sake
dramatizing science. To him, the glory of science
was sufficient excitement without embellishment.
He relentlessly admonished his educational
to be factual.
By personal choice, Fisher was a teacher
truly loved people. He especially loved children
due to their thirst for knowledge and 1nrn1'icH"11"ua
nature. His greatest interest was in presenting the
wonder and beauty of science in such a way that
others would ·also share the feeling of fascination
that he had. His greatest strength as a teacher
was exhibited in his enthusiasm, knowledge, and
sincere interest in the individuals he taught.
Seemingly with infinite patience, Fisher would
take great care in explaining the intricacies of
science and in answering,any and all questioI1S
that came his way. He never seemed too busy to
respond to an inquiry or to chat with members of
the public about astronomy, even for many hours
at a time.

Clyde Fisher, 1878-1949

As an educator, he was very progressive, and
quite ahead of his colleagues in the field of education. His main philosophy was that IO.:l!-rn'nnabout science was fun. He never considered
duties as a teacher and science lecturer a

Fisher was a teacher first and foremost. He taught at Palmer College
Academy and was its principal for a
while. In 1909 he served as its acting
president. He left Palmer College in
1910 to teach at Cornell University.
The following year he went to the
University of Florida, and then in
1912 taught at the University of Tennessee.
The American Museum of Natural
History hired Fisher in 1913 to be a
curator and head of the Education Department. During the period that he
held this post, he became more interested in the study of astronomy. By
the 1930s it was his chief avocation,
unfalteringly promoting the concept of
bringing a planetarium to New York.
Fisher made several trips to Europe to
study the Zeiss instruments and to
gather ideas for just such a facility at
the Museum.
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L to R: Clyde Fisher, Harlow Shapley, James Stokley
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but a joy.
Fisher enlisted the aid of several prominent scientists and community leaders to prompt the Museum to
apply for a loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (part of the Federal Loan Program) for the
construction of a planetarium. In addition to the
$800,000 loan for the building, the Museum received a
$122,000 gift from banker Charles Hayden for the purchase of a Zeiss II projector.
The federal government would not approve additional money for the projection equipment, since it was
manufactured in a foreign
country (Germany). Initially during the fund drive for
the planetarium equipment,
Hayden had agreed to put
up $10,000 and suggested
that the Museum find other
donors for the remainder of
the money. The Board of
Trustees formulated a plan
that would convince Hayden to donate the entire
amount -by naming the
planetarium in his honor.
Hayden agreed to the plan
just five minutes after the
Trustees proposed it to him.
It has been said that immortality could not have
been purchased so cheaply
anywhere else. Hayden
had just given $122,000 for
something that Max Adler
had paid nearly $1 million
for five years earlier.
For Fisher, the opening of
the planetarium in 1935 was
the fulfillment of a dream.
For the next six years his
delight in working in the
planetarium was unrestrained.

Gordon
Fisher's crop of thick,
curly white hair, his professorial eyeglasses, his demeanor and appearance,
and his resonant voice made him the quintessential
planetarium lecturer. He was a most respected and beloved figure and was certainly within his element in
the star chamber.
In addition to his close friendships with some of the
world's greatest scientists, most notably Harlow
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Shapley, John Burroughs, Albert Einstein, Arthur
Eddington, Sir James Jeans, and Ernest Seton Thompson,
Fisher participated in numerous science expeditions
himself. For example, he explored such places as the
Arctic Tundra, a solar eclipse in Peru, the Indians of
the Southwest U.S., and an active Volcano in Mexico.
An avid photographer, he often took many of the
expedition pictures himself.
After his retirement in 1941, he continued his association with the Museum and Planetarium as an emeritus curator and honorary chairman of the planetarium, and would often be seen walking the halls of the
Museum greeting visitors
and answering their questions. He never tired of
learning, and, in
became president of the
Explorers Club in 1947.
Dr. Clyde Fisher died in
New York on January 7,
1949 at the age of 70. At
his funeral, he was eulogized as a man who loved
life. And the way he lived
it, life loved him.
Fisher was succeeded
his capable assistant,
liam H. Barton, Jr. Born in
Baltimore in 1893, and
trained as a civil engineer,
Barton came to the Museum
as assistant chairman
w hen the Planetarium
opened in 1935. During his
tenure, he had written a
number of books and
pamphlets dealing with
astronomy, mostly at the
children's level, and even
hosted a CBS Radio program, "The Men Behind
the Stars." In 1938 he was
appOinted executive curator of the planetarium as
Atwater
Dr. Fisher became more involved in other matters.
He was fully prepared to step into the auspicious office of chairman when Fisher retired on August 1, 1941.
However, Barton's promising career was cut short by
heart problems and an untimely death in just three
years. He died on his birthday - July 7, 1944 - at
age of 51.
Barton was followed by another Fisher protege,
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Marian Lockwood. She had joined the staff of the
Planetarium in 1935 as an assistant curator. At the
time of Fisher's retirement, she had been promoted to
associate curator. Even though very talented as a
speaker, writer, and educator, she served little more
than a year as acting chairman before being replaced
by a man returning from the war. It is interesting to
note that when Dr. Fox of the Adler left his position,
he, too, was replaced by a woman, Maude Bennot. Bennot served eight years as acting director and never was
given the title of director; she was replaced by a man
at the end of the war. Like Bennot, Lockwood served as
acting chairman, never becoming chairman.
A former Naval officer,
Commander Gordon Atwater, obtained the permanent appointment as chairman of the planetarium,
and he replaced Marian
Lockwood on September 1,
1945. Six years later, the
Board of Trustees replaced
him with a senior member
of the education department, Mr. Robert R. Coles.
Coles had become an
assistant curator, and then
assistant chairman of the
Planetarium during Barton's tenure. He also
served as an assistant to
Lockwood. When Atwater
left, it seemed only natural to select another planetarium staff member,
Coles, to be the next chairman. Lockwood was not
appointed to that lofty
position since, apparently,
women were not typically
in such executive jobs in
those days.
Meanwhile, a science
Thomas D.
educator named Joseph
Chamberlain joined the
planetarium part-time staff in 1949 as a lecturer. At
the time he was teaching astronomy at the U.S Merchant Marine Academy. Two years later he became a
full-time planetarium staff member. During this period, Chamberlain developed a good working relationship with publicity director Frank Forrester and with
the supervisor of programming and education, Katherine Barry. While teaching at the Merchant Marine
Academy, Chamberlain became friends with another
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instructor, Thomas D. Nicholson. Shortly after Coles
became chairman, Chamberlain recommended that
Nicholson be hired as a part-time astronomical
lecturer.
Museum Director Dr. Albert Parr replaced Coles as
chairman in 1953 with a triumvirate of Chamberlain,
Forrester, and Barry to run the planetarium. This
arrangement lasted about two months. Chamberlain
and Forrester realized that the administrative triumvirate was just not tenable. Consequently, they both
went to Parr and requested that either Chamberlain or
Forrester be appointed chairman. As a result, Dr. Parr
elected to appoint Chamberlain as general manager
on November 17, 1953,
transferring Barry to another department in the Museum, while Forrester remained to work for Chamberlain. Chamberlain officially became chairman
two years later.
When Forrester left the
planetarium in 1958 to pursue a career in television
production, Chamberlain
appointed
Nicholson
assistant chairman. By this
time, two other astronomers
had joined the staff of the
Hayden: Dr. Franklyn
Branley and Dr. Kenneth
Franklin. Branley had
taught science in public
schools and college for
many years and was a writer of books and articles.
Franklin was a research astronomer who had was a codiscoverer of radio emissions from Jupiter.
In 1959, Parr stepped
down as Museum Director
Nicholson
and was replaced by
Oliver. To help Oliver
administer the Museum, the Board of Trustees appoint-.
ed Chamberlain as assistant director of the museum.
Shortly after this, Chamberlain elevated Nicholson
to chairman of the Hayden, while Dr. Branley became
assistant chairman.
Chamberlain worked valiantly to assist Oliver, but
by 1968 Chamberlain decided that he wanted to work
elsewhere. He left that year to become Director of the
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Adler Planetarium in Chicago. His departure left the
position of assistant director open, and Nicholson was
offered the job.
Nicholson was hesitant to
accept the position at first,
concerned about the security
of the position. He felt that
Oliver may be replaced
soon, and if that were to
occur, that Nicholson himself, may also be required to
leave. Nevertheless, Nicholson decided to take a
chance, and became assistant director. When he did,
he appointed Branley as
chairman of the Hayden
while Franklin filled the
position of assistant chairman. Shortly thereafter, a
new, young astronomer, Dr.
Mark Chartrand, joined
Hayden's staff.

Franklin stepped down as
chairman after two years
to return to his first love of
being staff astronomer, and
Chartrand took his
Chartrand had ,.,."',,,.... ,,.A
doctorate in astronomy,
and had worked in
tariums before coming to
the Hayden. During his
tenure, the
acquired the services of a
science educator, Allen
Seltzer. Chartrand resigned from the Museum in
November 1980 to become
the head of a
space exploration group.

Nicholson was again
faced with the task of
finding a planetarium
chairman. He picked Seltzer, who was serving as educational coordinator for
the Planetarium, to be acting planetarium manager
Nicholson was correct in
until a new chairman could
assuming that Oliver would
be selected. Dr. William
soon be replaced. In 1969,
Gutsch, current chairman
Oliver was removed by the
Franklyn M. Branley
of
the Hayden PlanetariBoard. Fortunately for
um,
had
come
from
the
Strasenburgh
Planetarium. He
Nicholson he was not also removed. In fact, he was apjoined
the
staff
in
April
1982.
pointed director of the Museum, where he is currently
serving.
Branley spent five years as chairman of the Hayden
before he retired in 1973. After Branley's departure,
Nicholson approached Franklin about serving as
chairman. Franklin had developed a reputation as an
excellent research academician who was well-liked
by the Museum staff, and Franklin agreed to serve as
chairman.

continued from page 17
First European IPS Conference
It is a marvellous thing for us in Sweden to host the

first IPS meeting outside of North America. We surely
will do everything possible to make the conference
worth remembering for a long time. But before then,
we look forward to the 1988 meeting in Richmond,
Virginia, which hopefully will be as successful as the
latest meetings in Tucson and Monterey.
0
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Many thanks to Tom Nicholson, Bill Gutsch, Sandi
Kitt, and Carol Tucker of the American Museum of
Natural History, and to Allen Seltzer of the Celestial
Learning Center Planetarium of Southampton High
School for contributing to this article. All photographs are courtesy the American Museum of Natural
History.
0

Neutron Star
At the density of a neutron star, 10 aircraft carriers
could sit on a the head of a pin. At the same density,
the earth would be about 440 feet (140 meters) in diameter (about the size of a typical football; soccer stadium).
A piece of popcorn dropped on a neutron star would
release as much energy as a World War II atomic
bomb.
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Gibbous
Gazette
John Wharton
McDonnell Star Theater
St. Louis Science Center
5050 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
A letter crossed my desk recently from Jeff Hunt, of the
Waubonsie Valley High School Planetarium in Aurora, Illinois ...

"Your comments in the [Fourth Quarter 1986J Planetarian about Fred Schaaf's demands for light pollution
programs were amusing. But, after I thought about it,
1'm not sure how many planetariums take issue with
light pollution.
liTHE SKY is a part of every presentation that I make.
Even young children who visit me are aware that their
neighbor's outside light blocks their view of the night
sky. Light pollution becomes a real discussion for older
students and adults.
"Since I'm in the middle of rewriting my planetarium
guide, I decided the topic was important enough to
state as part of my philosophy, that you'll find
enclosed. You may want to ask others through your column about their emphasis on the issue.
11

Jeff's letter and accompanying philosophy statement
raises a good point, namely our own particular views as
to our "mission" and how we go about accomplishing
the task. We at the St. Louis Science Center are currently in the midst of a major expansion program. At
the heart of this process has been a reexamination and
redefining of the institution's objectives. This, in turn,
has given rise to the drafting of a new Mission Statement.
At first glance, the task of drafting such a Statement
seems pretty straightforward. After being involved in
the agonizing process for the last three weeks, I'm here
to tell you that it's not an easy thing to do. But, it has
been rewarding, in part because it's forced me to think
about our planetarium's role and responsibilities in the
general scheme of things-not that I don't think about
this all the time, but thinking about it and putting it
down on paper as a coherent and formal guide are two
different things!
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Of course, Jeff also raises a good pOint about treatingas policy or philosophy-the issue of light pollution.
It seems a natural topic for any planetarium to address,
starting with its inclusion in a Mission Statement.
If you haven't tackled the task recently-or at all-

give it a try. I think you'll find the process stimulating, and the results worthwhile. And now, here's what
Jeff had to say in his Statement:

liThe planetarium is a unique astronomical laboratory.
It can be used to demonstrate phenomena which take a
long time to see in the real sky, or where observations
of the real sky are interrupted by inclement weather.
In a minor, but important way, the planetarium is used
to shape a student's perspective about the universe.
"The planetarium is used to show the connections
between astronomy and everyday life: calendar, time,
names of days of week, navigation, and other similar
topics. Every visitor is made aware of the vanishing
night sky: the growth of outdoor lighting diminishes
everyone's view of the heavens.
liThe planetarium serves as a resource to the local community by serving as a moderator and interpreter with
the scientific community. When necessary, the planetarium is obligated to make statements against astrology, UFOs, and similar pseudo-sciences that cloud
scientific issues, and mislead the unsuspecting public.
"The planetarium is used to present and reinforce
astronomical topics discussed in a regular classroom.
Lessons are presented to primary and secondary
students. Every primary student (K-5,7) visits the
planetarium annually. At the secondary level, lessons
are presented for specific academic courses-including
Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics and Biology. The
planetarium is used to demonstrate concepts in two
astronomy courses, presented at the secondary level.
"Programs, on timely topics, are presented to the public
on a published schedule."
Thanks for sharing your planetarium's philosophy,
Jeff!

LIFE AFTER EXPO
THREATENS MACMILLAN
From David Hurd, Director of Vancouver's MacMillan
Planetarium, comes word of an effort afoot in the host
city of the 1982 IPS conference to convert the Expo '86
OMNIMAX facility into a science center-withOMNIMAX. According to David, the science center retrofit would cost $17.2 million, with some f""",.,,.,.........
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given to adding a planetarium instrument to the
OMNIMAX theater. In David's worst case scenario,
the MacMillan might be closed, and even fall prey to
the wrecker's ball. At best, it could merge into the
administration which would oversee the science center
at the old Expo site, a proposal which might soften
the blow of competition and misplaced priorities.

PUBLIC MUSEUM PLANETARIUM
FOR INDIANAPOLIS
Officials at the Children's Museum in Indianapolis
have announced a $14 million expansion program, the
key component of which will be a 140-seat 12-meter
planetarium. At a February press conference, Museum
officials said the planetarium will feature an Evans &
Sutherland Digistar projection system. The planetarium will be the first part of the 65,000 square foot addition to open in September of 1988, according to the
Museum.

EASTERN KENTUCKY AND
SPITZ RESOLVE DISPUTE
An out-of-court settlement has ended a four-year long
lawsuit by Eastern Kentucky University against Spitz,
Inc. The EKU suit claimed that Spitz had failed to
meet contract specifications in the 1980 installation of
an STS system at the Hummel Planetarium. Under the
terms of the agreement, Spitz will replace the STS
with a Space Voyager system, with Spitz paying all
costs. EKU officials predicted in December that the
Hummel facility could be open within 18 months.
Eight years have passed since the Hummel was
completed.

FREE SHOW KIT ON SPACE TELESCOPE
United States planetaria will soon have access to a
free show kit from the Maryland Science Center's
Davis Planetarium. NASA and the Space Telescope
Science Institute have awarded the Davis a grant to
develop and distribute a show kit version of "First
Light," which premiered at the Davis in November.
The show is 33-minutes long and, according to NASA,
is suitable for both public and school usage. Distribution of "Pirst Light" is slated to begin in June. Those
wishing to reserve a kit should write: Dan Zirpoli /
Director / Davis Planetarium / Maryland Science Center / 630 Light Street / Baltimore, Maryland 21230.
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FUNDING AWARDS AVAILABLE
Applications are now being accepted by the National
Academy of Science's V.M. Slipher Committee, for
"projects that enhance the public's understanding of astronomy." The awards have no pre-set dollar amount,
but the Committee points out that a total of $4,500 is
available, and that "proposals for more that $1,000
will need to be especially deserving to receive full
funding." Applicants should keep in mind the following criteria: 1) Project objectives and procedures-to-befollowed should be outlined in concise terms; 2) The
budget page should identify how funds will be spent,
and should note any other funds allocated-both direct
and in-kind; 3) Proposals should be no more that three
typewritten pages in length; 4) Applications must be
postmarked by May 25, 1987. Notification of grants
will be made around July 15. For more information, or to
submit an application, write to: Dennis Schatz /
Chairman / V.M. Slipher Committee / Pacific Science
Center / 200 Second Avenue North I Seattle, Washington 98109.

SUMMER INSTITUTE IN
PLANETARIUM EDUCATION
Spitz, Inc. and West Chester University are once
offering a Summer Institute in Planetarium Education,
lito provide instruction in the principles of descriptive
astronomy which are most applicable in the planetarium." The Institute consists of two independent oneweek courses, July 20-24 and 27-31, which may be taken
separately or as a series. The first session is geared toward those wishing more familiarity with naked -eye
astronomy; session two stresses formal educational use
of the planetarium. Credit will be available from
West Chester University. Both sessions will be held at
Spitz, with tuition per session of $235, and a 10% discount for both sessions; West Chester University
tuition is $89 per Institute. Applications are on a firstcome basis. For more information, write: 1987 Summer
Institute / Spitz, Inc. / P.O. Box 198 / Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania 19317 / USA.

PLANETARIUM PRODUCTION
WORKSHOP
The Bishop Planetarium will host a production techniques workshop July 12-16, with general sessions ranging from basic electronics and audio, to special effects
design, to advertising and promotion (and everything
in between). Tuition for the workshop is $250, with a
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$50 deposit, and limited to 30 participants on a firstcome basis. For more information, contact: John Hare /
Director / Bishop Planetarium / 201 10th Street West /
Bradenton, Florida 33505 / USA.

NEWS FROM VIDEOCASSETTE LAND
Two astronomy/space science video series are now
available. "The Planets" is a seven-part series ($149
each VHS or Beta, $199 each U-Matic) from Films for
the Humanities and Sciences, Inc. I P.O. Box 2053 /
Princeton, New Jersey 08543 / USA. "The Great Space
Race" is a four-part series which previously appeared
on the United States' Public Broadcasting Service,
available now at $35 per episode (VHS or Beta), or
$130 for the set of four, from Pacific Productions / 1054
31st Street, NW, Suite 524 / Washington, D.C. 20007 /
USA.

JlPROJECf STAR" IGNITES
(From GPPA's "Plains Planetaria") Darrel Hoff, of the
University of Northern Iowa Planetarium, is working
with Harvard's Center for Astrophysics as associate
director of the project IIScience Teaching Through
Astronomical Roots." According to Darrel, the intent is
to teach the principles of physics using astronomy as a
vehicle. Three units have been written to date, with
more in the works. For more information, write: Phillip Sadler I Project STAR / Center for Astrophysics /
60 Garden Avenue / Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 I
USA.

CELESTIAL RHYTHMS RIDES AGAIN
IPS Treasurer Mark C. Petersen (the musical force
behind Loch Ness Productions) is hitting the planetarium concert trail again. May 7-9, Mark and Atlanta,
Georgia planetarium composer/performer Jonn Serrie
will return to the New York Hayden for a series of live
synthesizer concerts. The two last performed at the
Hayden (along with Barry Hayes of the Richmond,
Virginia Universe Planetarium-who's currently touring with a road company of "Joseph's Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat") during the MAPS conference in 1985.
Mark will also be doing a series of solo concerts at the
Annagh, Northern Ireland Planetarium May 12-16.
Both Mark and Jonn have new releases of their music
out: Mark has a cassette album coming out entitled
"West Of The Galaxy," available through Loch Ness
Productions, while Jonn's first record, " ... And The Stars
Go With You," is being released through chain record
stores nationwide.
The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.2,
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STAR TRAILS
Phil Groce has left Jacksonville, Florida's Brest Planetarium and has moved to Macon, Georgia. Word
has it that he and Carole Rutland, of the Patterson
Planetarium in Columbus, Georgia are married.
Ken Miller is the new curator of the Bishop Planetarium in Honolulu, Hawaii, after four years as associate
director of the Fleischmann Planetarium in
Nevada.
At the Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake City,
Don Davis is the new astronomical artist, and Ponce
Madden has been hired as director of development.
Lonny Baker, formerly of the University of Arizona's
Flandrau Planetarium, has joined the staff of the Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco as education coordinator.
Rick Cheek has joined the staff of the soon-to-open
Parkland College Planetarium in Champaign, Illinois.
Rick had been with the U.S. Air Force Academy Planetarium in Colorado Springs.
The Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma City has
two new staffers: Cristina Reeves .. Schull is education
specialist, and Wendi Cowger is producer.
Fonner Hansen Planetarium director Mark Littmann is
no longer with the Space Telescope Science Institute,
where he had been in a public information position.
NOVA NEWS: Nicholas Jarvis, born January 30 to Ellen and Seth, Hansen's education coordinator.
ERRATACISM: Greg Raw lings, and the Sunshine Planetarium for that matter, are in Charleston, West Vir..
ginia, not South Carolina, as I had earlier reported.

KUDOS & CASTIGATIONS
Kudos to...
The members of the Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association for their generous sense of community spirit in
banding together to plan a "planetarium raising" to get
the facility in Lamar, Colorado back up and running.
The Jena works in the German Democratic Republic,
celebrating the 60th anniversary of the "wonder
Jena" by carefully reconstructing the first planetarium
facility and preserving the building's original architecture.

continued on page 71

Regional
Roundup
Steven Mitch
Bened urn Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

I would like to express my most sincere THANK YOU
to all the regional editors who sent material to be
included in this issue of "Regional Roundup" I have
heard from ALL of the regions which make this
"Regional Roundup" the largest yet. Please keep up
the good work because planetarians from other regions
really do want to know what is happening in your
area.

ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
(AMPAC)

The 9th AMP AC meeting was held in Villahermosa,
Tobasco, from January 21st through the 24th. The
meeting included an I-Max presentation entitled
"Kronos" and an operating Spitz STS. Future meetings
will be held in Mexico City and Tijuana. The New
AMP AC officers that were elected are:
Gabriel R. Munoz B. - President
Sergio Gonzalez de la Mora - President Elect
Fernando Dviedo Tovar - Past President
Cielo Coria Sandoval - Treasurer & Membership
Chairman

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(BAP)

There have been two fairly recent meetings of the
BAP. The Liverpool Museum Planetarium hosted a
meeting on July 22nd of 1986. The meeting chairman
was Martin Suggett of the Department of Physical
Science. There was an excellent attendance from planetaria from throughout the British Isles. A new representative was welcomed from the new planetarium at
the Amateur Astronomy Centre in Lancashire. Emphasis was placed on the needs of small planetaria and
how co-operation among members can solve problems.
Terence Murtagh of the Planetarium Armagh intro62

duced a video disc project known as "Encyclopedia
Galactica".
The London Planetarium was the site of the second
meeting with Director John Ebdon and Undine Concannon acting as hosts. Emphasis was placed on special
effects. The next BAP meeting is scheduled at the
Planetarium Armagh in 1988 to celebrate the facility's
20th anniversary.
EUROPEAN/MEDITERRANEAN
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(EMPA)

In November, planetarians from 25 countries
together in the German Democratic Republic to
brate the 60th birthday of the Jena Planetarium
which opened in 1926. Part of the celebration was a
tour through the workshop where Jena Planetariums
are assembled, and through the original planetarium
which was re-equipped last year with a Cosmorama
projector. The new Cosmorama projector displays 9,000
fixed stars on a 76 foot dome and is fully automated.
The Strasburg Planetarium has compiled a catalog of
astronomical documents (books, posters, slides, etc.). If
interested, please write:
Secretariate
Planetarium Strasburg
Rue De L'Observatoire
67000 Strasburg
France
A new European group of planetariums has recently
formed, the Association of French Speaking Planetariums (APLF), composed of institutions from
Switzerland and Belgium.
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GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

Warren Young and Tim Kuzniar, of the Ward Beecher Planetarium at the Youngstown State University,
recently hosted a meeting of the Ohio Planetariums on
Saturday, April 4th. The planetarium has just reopened after an extensive renovation. New "goodies"
include a
Hopkins automation system, new seatin:g,
SV5;tern and catwalk. The renovation also
aClc:Utllon of a new observatory corl.tainiI1U!
"'.i""... ""'.......... '" and a new radio tell~scoDe.

U'I.JL ...............

GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GPPA)

The 1987 GPPA Conference is SCI1Leclulea
8th through October 10th at the
and Science Center,
Oliverez, host.

automation svs,tern.
rate rec:ognition
his
kickoff me«~ting.

Bill Buckingham has
the staff at COS! in
Ohio. Bill
be working with the portaother duties .
ble
LOJlUnlbUS,

Association of Planetariums
24th at Lakewood H.S.
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William Luzader, of the Brockton H.S. Planetarium,
Brockton, Massachusetts, is currently working at the
Center for Astrophysics at Harvard for Project STAR,
Science Teaching Through Astronomical Roots. The intent of the program is to teach the principals of physics using astronomy as a background vehicle.

The first PPA Award of Merit for Outstanding Contributions to the Planetarium Profession was ... '0"".1"..
presented to Kingsley Wightman of the
Science Center Planetarium, Oakland California.
Kingsley has won the hearts and minds of over two
generations of children and adults as he communicates
the wonders of astronomy and space science. In addition, he has earned the respect and admiration
many a budding planetarian who has come under his
influence.

John and Allison (B.B.) Meader of the Francis Malcolm Science Center Planetarium in Easton, Maine
have recently purchased a Starlab Planetarium of
their very own. They will be going "on the road" fulltime with the North Starlab Planetarium beginning
January I, 1988. The North Starlab Planetarium will
enlighten school children to the wonders of astronomy
for the regions of coastal and central Maine.

Congratulations to Larry Dunlap of the Flandrau
Planetarium in Tucson, Arizona who was honored in a
ceremony on September 24, 1986. Asteroid 3291 Dunlap
was "named in honor of Larry Dunlap ... " who has published .light curves of asteroids and is now teaching
high school and other students the beauty of astronomy at the Flandrau. (See page 7 of the January issue
The Planetarian.)

type of program. Another Cinema-360 film, "The Magic Egg," opened March 7th along with "Voyager 2 at
Uranus."

0 ....

NORDIC PLANETARIUM NETWORK
..."..<:~.olhl"""" was held at NaturhistorisSweden on . .
ka Riksmuseet in
tember 8, 1986. Attendance nUlmbered
Featured was a
of the pICJLnIlLea ...... "'~ •.u ........
a pl(me~tal'iUlm omtn:it.heatter at
".0.'\..1),.. ..........

,.VJU

The Futures' Museum o~~ne~d
29th· in the PrE~Se)lCe

sadness that we note that Edna
old datlg!1lter
made to:
sometime in

The
Amateur Astronomers Association win
have its annual conference at Foklets
in Borlange
during May 8th through May 10th, 1987.
The next proposed NPN meeting will be Monday,
May 11th at the Folkets Jus in BorHinge.
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(PPA)

New officers were recently.elected for PPA. They
are: Tom McDonough of the Chemeketa Community
College Planetarium, Salem, Oregon as President, and
Lonny Baker of the Morrison Planetarium, San Francisco, California as Secretary ITreasurer. Congratulations!
64

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

The 1987 Planetarium Association of Canada
ence will be hosted by John Hault, of the Edmunton
Space Science Center in Edmunton, Alberta. The theme
for the conference is "The Business of Running a PlanetariuIn-How to Survive Financially." The conference
dates are to be June 22nd through June 26th. Contact
the Edmunton Space Science Center for additional
tails.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(RMPA)
Congratulations to Ken Miller, formerly the Associate Director at Reno's Fleischmann Planetarium, for
pulling off the "reassignment of the decade." Ken was
named the new director for the Bishop Planetarium in
Honolulu, Hawaii, which became effective on the
Vernal Equinox. Ken says that he has had numerous
inquiries about additional staff positions.
RMP A delegates recently endorsed an idea formulated by Mark Petersen to have an "electronic barn raising." The idea is to descend "en masse" on a deserving
planetarium and do some sort of repair work, restoration or whatever it is that the current occupants need.
Micky Schmidt and Chuck Percival have more or less
taken charge of the project. The project includes offers
of help in the form of donated materials, time or
expertise from other planetariums/planetarians, and
planetarium vendors. Once a date has been established, the "roof raising" will begin. Maybe other
regions can adopt something similar to help out a
deserving friend in their area.
Carolyn Collins Petersen has compiled a very nice
listing of A/V materials and resources for space science
education. It appeared in the latest issue of the "High
Altitude Observer" (RMPA newsletter), Contact Carolyn at 2780 Perry Street, Denver, Colorado 80212 for
additional information. Carolyn is also working on
curriculum guidelines for the Mars Curriculum Project
funded by a grant from V.M. Slipher, the National
Academy of Sciences under the auspices of the Mars
Institute, the Boulder Center for Science and Policy,
and the University of Colorado in Denver.
The Hansen Planetarium will soon have a new planetarium program available for distribution called
"Galaxies," by Timothy Ferris, author of a book by the
same name. "Galaxies" was produced by a grant from
the NSF. Distribution should be ready later this year
or in early 1988. The Hansen has also added a new
staff person, Ponce Madden, as their new Director of
Development. Ms. Madden is currently conducting a
live Market Survey to help determine the role of the
Hansen Planetarium in the community in the future.
The Venus Planetarium at Centennial High School in
Pueblo, Colorado, is holding an important ceremony on
Monday, April 27th. The ceremony will mark a
change in the name of that facility. From that date
on, the facility will be known as the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium.
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Carolyn Collins Petersen is once again a
planetarium person. She recently joined the
the Fiske Planetarium in Boulder, Colorado as a
etarium lecturer.

SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(SEPA)
John Hare and Company at the Bishop Planetarium
in Bradenton, Florida, are going to hold a Production
Techniques Workshop from July 13th through the 16th.
A maximum number of 30 participants will be taken on
a first registered basis. General sessions will be conducted for the entire group while hands-on sessions
will be offered to groups of 10. The workshop will
cover all facets of a multidisciplinary facility with
special emphasis on technical areas of operation.
Electronics, special effects, video production, computers and graphics, controls and publicity are among the
sessions. For further information, contact:
John Hare
Bishop Planetarium
201-10th Street, West
Bradenton, Florida 33505
Tom Hocking, currently a part-time educational
assistant at the Morehead Planetarium in Raleigh,
North Carolina, will become the full-time educational
assistant effective May 12th.
The next SEP A Conference will be at the Brenard
Community College Planetarium from June 7th through
the 13th. Contact host Mike Hutton for additional
informa tion.

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUM
(SWAP)
The SWAP Conference will be hosted by the University of Arkansas, Little Rock, during April 23rd
through 25th. Dr. Carol Persson of Caltech, Pasadena,
will give a talk on the IRAS satellite. For more
information, contact Keith Johnson, Conference Coordinator at the UALR Planetarium.
0

Playing Cards to Alpha Centaurii
On a scale where the thickness of a playing card
represents the distance from the earth to the moon, the
distance to Alpha Centauri would consume 19 miles (30
kilometers) of cards.
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FOCUS ON
EDUCATION
RESEARCH IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
1984
Mark S. Sonntag
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas 76909
The journal Science Education is produced by the
ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and
Environmental Education and the National Association for Research in Science Teaching, and is published
by John Wiley and Sons. Every year since 1973 one
issue of this journal has been dedicated to a summary of
research in science education. Although this series
lags by two years, it does provide a valuable resource
for anyone with an interest in science education. The
1986 installment (Volume 70, Number 3,
1986) contains a summary of research in science education for the
year 1984. I have recently reviewed this issue in
search of findings that may be helpful to planetarians.
A large number of research topics are reported including status surveySj scientific reasoning; elementary
school science; junior high science; high school general
science, physical science, early science, biology, chemistry, physics; university geology, biology, chemistry,
physics; informal science education; specific interested; teacher education (preservice and inservice); and
research methodology. The results from 329 research
listed would
projects are cited. Normally, the
be specific enough to direct one to
area of interest. Since planetarium education is not one of the topics listed these studies may be "buried" in anyone of
the topics listed and of course in anyone of the 329 cited research reports. My task was to peruse the 329
summaries in search of direct planetarium education
research or topics closely related or topics with some
implications for planetarium education.
I found no research cited that dealt directly with
planetarium education or with a closely related topic.
However, as formal or informal science educators,
planetarians naturally will have some interest in
many of the topics listed, and I would urge any planetarian with research interests to review this valuable
resource. Each reviewer of this summary will focus on
topics of special interest to him/her. I did find one
dissertation that especially piqued my interest and
may have implications for our profession.
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An Ed.D dissertation completed by Robert McKinnon
at the University of Virginia* examined the relationship between elementary school teacher's spatial orientation ability and their attitude toward science and
science teaching. McKinnon tested 76 elementary
school teachers in Durham County, North Carolina, on
their spatial orientation ability and attitude toward
science and science teaching and then performed correlation analyses with such factors as years of experience, grade level taught, science curriculum used
(Science Curriculum Improvement Study or traditional
textbook). He reported the following results:

1. There was a statistically significant (.05) positive
correlation between teacher spatial orientation ability and attitude toward science and science teaching.
2. There was a statistically significant (.05) positive
correlation between the spatial orientation ability of
S.C.I.S. teachers and the grade level at which they
taught.
3. There was a statistically significant (.05) positive
correlation between the spatial orientation ability of
S,C.I.S. teachers and their years of experience in the
S.C.I.S. program.

McKinnon recommends that further studies be conducted to ascertain the relationship between "I.UlY.~.UI."
and teachers with varying levels of spatial orientation ability and their attitudes toward science; the effects of science curriculum on spatial orientation ability development; and the effects of extended in-service
training on spatial orientation ability.
Research results published in this journal (The Planetarium/Spatial Ability Connection, Volume II, Number 1, 1982) suggested an important connection between
student achievement and planetarium instruction and a
student's spatial orientation ability. This study reported that students measured low in spatial orientation ability favored planetarium instruction over standard classroom presentations.
It would appear that spatial orientation ability is
an extremely powerful student characteristic, extending influence in both the cognitive and affective domains. This variable should be of interest to anyone
attempting to evaluate the educational value of the
planetarium.

*The Relationship of Elementary Teacher's Space
Relations Perceptual Ability and Their Attitude
Toward Science and Science Teaching, McKinnon,
Griggs Robert, Ed.D., University of Virginia, 1983.
Dissertations Abstracts International, Volume
Number 05, November, 1984.
0
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PresidentJs
Message
Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
All of those who have given their professional and
personal time, talents and resources have brought us a
long way from the time when planetariums each operated independently without significant organized
communication between them. On behalf of all IPS
members, I say THANK YOU to those who have
served to bring us together and guided us to where we
are
Now, what of tomorrow? Where do we want to go
from here? Should we continue on the same course our
have set? Each time new hands take the
to reconsider the waters
where and through what conditions we move toward which destinations.
I come to this task with few ideas about
.,uy"",n'/"' .... l"T

but I
to hear ideas from those with the
if any, new approaches are

I do believe that we can find ways to work more

with astronomers, other space scientists and
to. We have much to
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involved in types of research which lead to increase
the types of knowledge we interpret under our domes.
What is our research responsibility? Is it limited
research in methods of improving planetarium teaching?
One thing I feel strongly is that we should extend our
hands more warmly to our planetarium colleagues
places where they do not now benefit from IPS. This
would be accompanied by willingness and
of overcoming language barriers as well as ...... '~"A'M
creating ways of extending the invitations. This
cess has, of course, already begun under the efforts of
Alan Friedman and through the interests of some
far places who have already joined us. There
however, large groups of planetarium pr<)tessionals
some countries who do not look toward IPS.
Finally, what should we be
more effectively? Some museums are
which ..
benefits to each other in
to all. For
members of "Friends of Museum
receive
benefits when
Y. This is an incentive
build
Museum X and it increases vls.1tatlons, ac(:ornp,an:Led
all the
for Museum Y. We
sional or~~aruz(ltl()nS around us
of ideas
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ideas about the
what it
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believe we should do rI
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next council
will
Florida at the time of the
believe that the very best
the best ideas from
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believe . .
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public
expensive science which
public support. Outboth for schools and

we should also have a greater .........
classroom teachers. There are
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Hats off to the
so
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work more direct-

THE
I have been wondering if we should communicate
more
and broadly with the public at largecommunication beyond our theatres. Should we look
for ways to publish printed and video information
to the public?
Perhaps we should find ways for more of us to be
The
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RADIAN GROUP. INC.
9930 East Bunker Hill Place
Tucson, Arizona 85748
R. A. Buehroeder
(602) 327-7320
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:Reviews
Carolyn Collins Petersen
P. O. Box 3023
Boulder Colorado 80307
I

Many of us involved in astronomy and space education hear some variation on the following question,
"Where can I get a good book on astronomy?" Some
planetarians write up this kind of information and
give out xeroxed guides to the sky; others prefer to distribute reading lists.
On one hand, if our hypothetical questioner is an
adult, we don't feel too comfortable telling them the
names of children's astronomy books
if we do suspect that that's the level the questioner needs). We
might make an exception and give them B.A. Rey's
very excellent beginners' books.
Conversely, we really can't hand a child something
like Burnham's Celestial Handbook, and expect the
kid to figure out the sky from that. All is not lost,
however. We've been helped along in recent years by
the appearance of a number of books that are structured like "personal cosmic voyages"
their authors.
Carl Sagan's Cosmos comes to mind as the leader in
this genre. This book, and others, take a more personal, less pedantic approach to teaching beginners about
the stars.
Recently, I received a copy of Leslie Peltier's Guide
To The Stars: Exploring the Sky With Binoculars.
(ISBN 0-913-135-04-6). This oversized paperback,
available through AstroMedia is the late Peltier's
guide to the stars for beginners. Be takes the personal
approach of a trail guide, showing the beginner the
way without being overly technical. He uses poetry,
literature, and an amiable tone, always pointing the
gazer along the easy way to the stars. The total effect
of the book is a little like stargazing with your favorite uncle astronomer. Included in the book are charts
for recording first sightings of bright stars, constellations, and other binocular objects. It's a nice item for
anybody's astronomy book collection. (To order the
book, write to any of the following addresses: Kalmbach Publishing, 1027 N. Seventh St., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53233 U.S.A.; or Press Syndicate, University
68

of Cambridge, 32 East 57th, New York, New York,
10022; or Press Syndicate, Pitt Building, Trumpington
St., Cambridge, England, CB2 IRP; or The Press Syndicate, 10 Stamford Rd., Oakleigh, Melbourne, 3166,
Australia.)
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Over the past few months, there have been stories in
the media concerning missions to Mars. Some have been
concerned with future U.S. missions, others with Soviet missions. Still others have been about joint missions. It's clear that something is going to happen, and
seasoned mission-watchers are predicting that it
might be a move by the Soviets. If that happens, the
U.S. could be either galvanized into action, or be further demoralized in the wake of Challenger, and other launch failures. We can only hope that we'd be booted in the rear much as we were by the Soviets in 1957.
Not surprisingly, a number of authors (Oberg, Matsunaga, et al.) have begun to explore the various mission
scenarios. One author of children's books, Joshua Stoff,
has written a book called Voyage of the Ruslan, describing a Russian mission to Mars. Stoff is currently
Air and Space Curator of the Cradle of Aviation Museum in New York, and has written other children's
books dealing with aviation.
In "Ruslan" Stoff describes the preparations for, and
implementation of a Soviet Mars mission. While the
level of the book is roughly third or fourth grade, it
carries a surprising amount of detail about just how the
Soviets would do this. It provides a good stimulus for
class discussion, and might make a good planetarium
show!

Voyage of the Ruslan (ISBN 0-689-31191-5 $12.95
hardcover) is available through Atheneum Press in
the U.S., and Collier MacMillan Canada, Inc.
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On the next page, John Mosley contributes a guest
review of a recently revised book by Genit Verschuur.
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The Invisible Universe Revealed, The Story of Radio
Astronomy, by GerrH Verschuur, Springer-Verlag,
©1987. Reviewed by John Mosley.
Planetarians don't write too many books. That's
probably because there aren't very many planetarians.
This one has, however, and it's quite good.
Actually, Gerrit Verschuur is a former planetarian.
He directed the Fiske Planetarium in Boulder, Colorado, for its first several years before returning to radio
astronomy. I'd like to think that at least part of the
reason his book is so readable is that he was exposed to
the public during his planetarium career. Not that
he's new to writing: he wrote a regular column for
Astronomy magazine in the 1970s, was an early contributor to The Planetarian, and he wrote the first edition of this book 13 years ago. It's our good fortune that
he's revised it-a lot has happened since 1974.

history to put our knowledge in pelt'spectlve
ics run to more than two pages
with exemplary clarity and InSlgl1lt,
are wasted. It's descriptive:
are no eQlllatlOI1lS
and very f~w graphs, but there are lots
Most of the visuals are
most of
not seen before. The ha:nd.tul
rather than obscure. It's fined
You can read it cover to cover or use it as a
ence to review a particular topic
need to
on. It has, for example, the best di!,cu.ssj,on
and radio galaxy jets that I've seen.
cise summary of much of what is ~ ...... nn,.·."""...
astronomy.
The general level is Intro(luc:tmy .....".........F'o....
will fill a real need for

The Invisible Universe is a straightforward explanation of the many astronomical discoveries in which
radio astronomy has played a part. The book is organized as a list of topics, and for each we're given the
essence of what's known with a small amount of

N S and Telescope
Institute Develop
Planetarium Project
NASA and the Space Telescope Science Institute
(Baltimore) recently awarded a grant to the Davis
Planetarium, Baltimore, for the development and distribution of First Light, a planetarium program based
on the Space Telescope.
The grant from NASA's Educational Affairs Division and the Space Telescope Science Institute Associates Program, assists .with the development of the
planetarium program by the staff of the Davis Planetarium, provides the project with technical consultation and makes possible the distribution of the program to all interested planetariums.
The 33-minu te program was designed for effecti veness in both school and public planetariums regardless
of the extent of their auxiliary projection equipment.

continued
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First Light premiered at the Davis Planetarium in
November and will continue for 6 months. Program
distribution begins in the late spring of 1987 and will
extend beyond the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope, scheduled for November 1988.
The
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JANE'S
CORNER

Jane G. Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Can you remember one year ago when we were living
such hell as reported by Gary Tomlinson at Roger
Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan
when a local TV station said that the reason Halley's
Comet is so faint this time around is because both the
earth and the sun are casting shadows on the comet?
Ah. Those good old Halley-days. After Halley ...
what? What can we possibly do to follow up the hype
we gave to that once-in-a-lifetime event? The new
supernova observed from the Southern Hemisphere
will certainly suggest new shows with titles like
"Exploding Stars: Once in a Tricentennial E~perien~e,1I
or hastily arranged ocean cruises to AustralIa. UnlIke
some planetarians, I never really worry about what to
hype next. How about Newton's Law of Universal
Gravitation? Or consider the Apollo visits to the
moon. "Not news," you say. "Wrong!" I say.
I've just finished a "moon show" for 6th graders with
a Hansenized [see last issue re:"sniglet"] segment about
man on the moon. It was news to them. They may
have been exposed to some slick PBS show with hundreds of historical space photos zooming by, but
they've never been asked to speculate on gravity by
wondering why "astronauts walk so funny on the
moon," or "the Saturn V rocket was so huge." Sir Isaac
Newton's genius lay in asking "obvious" questions such
as "Why does an apple fall but not the moon?" Well,
I'm here to tell you that these questions are not obvious
to your average 6th grader. Some one must assist them
in thinking of them. Ta Dah! Enter the planetarian ...
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No, we're not re-inventing the wheel.
This is different. In July of 1969, I was sitting in the recreation room of a student dormitory at San Diego State University,
watching man step onto the surface of the
moon. The details of that historical event
are etched in my mind, as I'm sure they are
in yours. But the 6th graders weren't born
yet. They are not imprinted with that
indelible memory. Some of these students
wanted to know why they didn't just use the
shuttle instead of the expendable Saturn V.
Don't laugh at their ignorance. We are very lucky. We
have lived (albeit vicariously) these exciting times.
Somebody has to tell them the story of man's first ventures into space. They know them only as history,
something that did not happen to them.

Overheard ...
Jon Bell, Planetarium Director at Virginia Living
Museum in Newport News, Virginia to Director of the
Museum: I've always considered the museum exhibits
to be something for people to do while waiting for the
planetarium show to start:' [Just kidding, weren't you,
Jon?]
fI

Jane Hastings' 20 foot dome, 34-seat school planetarium is located 15 blocks from the Science Museum of
Virginia's Universe Planetarium, which houses a
state-of-the-art Digistar projector, 250 seats and a 76
foot dome. Jane's place is often referred to as the
PLANETARIUM AT THE EDGE OF THE UNIVERSE.
Recently her planetarium has been given a new name.
It seems that the Ethyl Corporation has given a megabucks gift to the Science Museum, in honor of which
their Universe theatre will be renamed the "ETHYL
PLANETARIUM". The "Ethyl" staff is now referring
to Jane's planetarium as the "No-Lead Planetarium."
Alison Meader, planetarian in Easton, Maine, at the
Francis M. Malcolm Institute, was talking about planets to an "elderly group of 6-year oIds." They were
doing pretty well naming the planets from the sun outwards until they reached Uranus and Neptune.
Alisonts hint: "And the last planet is ... " The answer
she received: "Well, I'm not sure, but I think it's either
0
Pluto or Goofy!"
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